Greetings alumni and friends,

In May we said goodbye to our graduating seniors and wished them all the best as they prepare for their futures. We in the College are preparing for the future as well. We recently concluded a yearlong strategic planning process. The plan, which will guide the College for the next five years, is guided by a single theme: “promoting human health, development, and quality of life in a complex, rapidly changing, diverse society.” The goal of the plan is to enable us to respond to societal changes such as increased stress, a crisis in health care, an aging population, and globalization, among others.

Our strategic plan expresses our commitment to training the next generation of leaders and scholars who are prepared to address critical needs pertaining to human health, development, and quality of life. It also reflects our research capabilities in these areas and our desire to foster interdisciplinary, collaborative research to address particular issues such as aging and women’s health.

While the issues we are tackling are particular to today’s society, our approach has remained unchanged since the establishment of the College of Human Development forty years ago. The feature article in this magazine talks about the College’s founding and shows how the original vision for the College is still expressed today through the research our faculty conduct.

We paid homage to the founding dean of the College of Human Development in September 2007 when the former Business Administration Building was named the Donald H. Ford Building. The building now houses our Departments of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Health Policy and Administration; and Recreation, Park and Tourism Management; as well as our Speech and Hearing Clinic. You can read more about the naming ceremony and the building on page 16.

The Ford Building was just the first of our recent efforts to obtain more space for our faculty and students. This summer, our Nutritional Sciences faculty will be moving into renovated space in Chandlee Laboratory (which is located along Pollock Road not far from Henderson Building). Finally, we are very excited about two extensive additions to Henderson Building in the coming years. The first addition will replace the “bridge” between the original Henderson Building and the newer south wing. It will provide a new home for biobehavioral health and several college research centers. Needless to say, I am enjoying my new bird’s eye view of the College and all the great things happening here.

As alumni and friends, you have been part of the past of the College, you are part of its present, and I hope that you’ll choose to be part of our future as well. I hope that you share my pride in all that we’re doing, and I invite you to stop by and say hello when you are on campus.

Best wishes,

Ann C. Crouter
Raymond E. and Erin Stuart Schultz Dean
College of Health and Human Development
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How forward thinking gave rise to the college-and propels today’s research

In 1963, Eric Walker, then Penn State’s president, invited a select group of faculty and staff from across the University to his home. Walker had a rather ambitious assignment for them—he wanted them to imagine what the University should look like in 1980. He asked them to consider questions such as how would the University be structured, whom would it serve, and to what societal needs would it be poised to respond.

Walker’s timing was perfect. The 1960s were a time of political and social upheaval in the U.S., and Penn State was not immune to the impact of the social change that resulted. Later in the decade, Walker himself would be a target of student discontent. But Walker knew, even in 1963, that Penn State had to prepare if it were to thrive in a changing world.
Serving on the committee—dubbed the 1980 Committee—was Dr. Donald Ford, head of the University's Division of Counseling (a forerunner to the Division of Undergraduate Studies). He and his fellow committee members engaged in what would today be called “blue-sky thinking” in order to arrive at their recommendations. “We didn’t get involved in politics,” Ford recalls, “and we didn’t do any statistical analyses. We took a visionary approach to discussing how the world would change between then and 1980 and how the University would respond.”

When the committee submitted its final report to President Walker, it contained several key recommendations. Among them were that the University should adapt to society’s needs by focusing on human problems and issues such as family life, health care, and changes in women’s roles in society. The committee recommended that the University establish a new college that would bring together multidisciplinary knowledge and focus on the promotion of positive human development.

President Walker circulated the committee’s recommendations throughout the University and found an ally in Grace Henderson, dean of the College of Home Economics. “Penn State had the most visionary dean of home economics of any place in the nation,” explains Ford. Henderson believed that home economics programs had to adapt to societal changes or be left behind. With the support of her home economics faculty, Henderson threw her support behind the proposal and recommended that the College of Home Economics serve as the cornerstone of the new college, which would be called the College of Human Development.

Meanwhile, President Walker had big plans for Ford. He was so impressed with Ford’s contributions to the 1980 Committee and to other University committees that he asked Ford to head the new college. Ford was charged with no easy task—building a college, unlike any other in the nation, from the ground up. By now, he was familiar with the visionary thinking needed to accomplish such a task.

Ford developed a college based on three main themes that would guide the college’s research and teaching.

**A Developmental Approach**

Ford’s vision was for the new college to have a developmental and preventive approach. It would focus on the “fullest positive development of people’s capabilities” as well as on preventing problems before they arose.

**A Focus on Individuals, Families, and Communities**

Ford recognized that a way to promote human development and prevent human problems was to improve the way people live. The new college’s mission would be to improve the quality of services to individuals and families, as well as to improve their communities.

**A Commitment to Collaboration and Connectedness**

Ford understood that the complexity of human problems required the expertise of people from various disciplines. He proposed that the new college be designed to bring together people from different academic backgrounds to examine problems from a variety of angles.

The College of Health and Human Development was founded on the shoulders of men and women with great vision—from Eric Walker, who knew that Penn State had to change to better respond to society’s needs; to Grace Henderson, who saw how the principles behind home economics could be incorporated into the new college; to Donald Ford, who built a first-of-its-kind college devoted to improving people’s lives.

Forty years later, faculty and staff in the College of Health and Human Development extend that vision. The three themes that Ford identified then—a developmental approach; a focus on individuals, families, and communities; and collaboration and connectedness—are the cornerstones of the research being conducted by faculty and students in today’s College. In the coming pages, you’ll see examples of the ways in which faculty—and often students—are improving people’s lives through their research discoveries.
People Are Living Longer, But Are They Living Better?

Margaret and Jo are both 85 years old. Margaret goes bowling twice a week, belongs to a book club, and regularly writes letters to her friends and family. Her neighbor Jo, however, is reclusive. She has few interests, fewer friends, and stays in bed much of the day. Why does it seem that Margaret seems to have learned the keys to happy and successful aging while Jo has not? Nilam Ram and Denis Gerstorf, both assistant professors in the Department of Human Development and Family Studies, are teaming up to uncover what leads people like Margaret and Jo to exhibit different levels of well being and overall life satisfaction. In doing so, they hope to help a population that is living longer than ever live happier than ever, too.

Ram and Gerstorf are using new ways of thinking about aging and life satisfaction to uncover why some people age more successfully than others. Most aging research, says Gerstorf, has shown that people who are late in life—say, 95 years old—are just as satisfied with their lives as 65-year-olds. This is often called the “well-being paradox” because it goes against assumptions that life satisfaction should decline along with the physical and social losses that often accompany late adulthood. Gerstorf and Ram wondered what would happen if, instead of studying aging as years from birth, they measured aging backwards—as years from death. By following German adults from age 70 until their death, Gerstorf, Ram, and their colleagues found that when measured this way, life satisfaction does decline dramatically as one nears death. They identified a “terminal phase” for adults over the age of 85 when the rate of decline in satisfaction becomes particularly strong—more than triple the decline found in the more usual age-from-birth models.

A Developmental Approach

The innovative thinking that resulted in their groundbreaking findings was first cultivated during their doctoral studies. Gerstorf worked with Paul Baltes—one of the founding faculty in the College of Human Development and a giant in the field of aging research—at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development in Berlin, Germany. Meanwhile, Ram studied at the University of Virginia with another former Penn State professor and aging research expert, John Nesselroade. When they completed their Ph.D.s, they were encouraged by their mentors to apply for positions in the HDFS department at Penn State. Ram says the department was a good place to conduct research on human development. “The orientation of the HDFS department is the same now as it has always been,” says Ram. “The developmental strength of the department is what drew me to it.”

Having shown that new ways of thinking can turn long-accepted notions about aging literally upside down, Ram and Gerstorf are continuing their research partnership. They are now working together to study the effects of a variety of factors on aging. “People are multidimensional. We have many characteristics, all of which undergo a multitude of changes as we age,” Ram says.

This multidimensionality has led them to focus on changes in five broad aspects of functioning—sensory, physical, social, cognitive, and well-being—in order to determine how some older adults maintain high levels of functioning and others do not. Studying similar datasets across multiple nations, they hope to identify differences in the ways people age and the reasons behind those differences.

“There is a segment of the population for whom the ‘positive psychology’ pertaining to aging may not be true,” says Gerstorf. If some people do experience declines in well-being late in life, Gerstorf and Ram hope to eventually uncover what factors contribute to those declines with the hope of helping people age more successfully. This could result in reduced healthcare costs, which typically escalate late in life. Their findings also could have implications for the quality of life of millions of Americans reaching retirement age and for elderly people like Margaret and Jo.
Beyond the Jungle Gym: Today’s Parks Aren’t Just for Kids

“Community parks are not just places for parents to take their kids to play,” says Andy Mowen, assistant professor of recreation, park, and tourism management. Mowen and his colleague, Associate Professor Deborah Kerstetter, are looking for ways to understand what makes parks multigenerational destinations. “Across the country, park and recreation professionals are recognizing the need to reach across generations and accommodate visitors of different ages,” Kerstetter says.

Mowen and Kerstetter have been able to study this trend close to home thanks to Playworld Systems, a Lewisburg, Pennsylvania-based manufacturer of recreation equipment. The company wanted to develop park and play features that would be used by all kinds of people from within and outside of the Lewisburg community, from children to young professionals to parents to the elderly. Working in cooperation with the Lewisburg Area Recreation Authority and the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Playworld Systems provided both playground equipment and planning advice for a large-scale renovation of the Lewisburg Area Recreation Park.

When the new park was unveiled, Mowen and Kerstetter were just getting started. The two and their team of graduate students interviewed visitors to the multi-generational “destination park,” which includes various playground zones for children ages 2 to 12, a skate park, climbing boulders, a pool, a tennis court complex, an ice skating rink, a basketball court, and a wellness path that surrounds most park amenities. The park is arranged so that users can monitor different areas of the park at the same time—parents could, for example, monitor their children on the playgrounds or skate park while walking on the wellness path.

Mowen and Kerstetter’s goal is to find out why people visit the park, how the recreation and play features influence their use of the park, and the perceived benefits of the park to individuals, families, and the community. This kind of information will help Playworld Systems to better serve its customers, enabling them to recommend where play equipment should be placed in a park and what combinations of equipment will suit different generations of people.

Early findings suggest that the park’s design is having the intended effect of attracting people of all ages. One park user explained that the park has “…a little bit of everything. You have sports. You have a family area where you can picnic….It’s not limited to just one age group.” Mowen and Kerstetter hope to demonstrate that parks can benefit a variety of generations of people and improve people’s health and wellness. They also hope to document that parks can benefit the community. As one respondent in their study suggested, “[The park] is just wonderful for everybody....I praise the [county] commissioners that there is [such] a great park.”

Recreation, Park and Tourism Management faculty worked with Playworld Systems on a large-scale renovation of the Lewisburg Area Recreation Park.
Risky Business: Solutions for Collegiate Alcohol Abuse

College student drinking is not a new phenomenon, but the consequences are more troubling than ever. A 2005 study found that each year, nearly 600,000 college students are unintentionally injured under the influence of alcohol, and more than 97,000 students are the victims of alcohol-related sexual assault or date rape. Other consequences of excessive drinking include academic difficulties, vandalism, drunk driving, and unsafe sex.

Dr. Robert Turrisi, professor of biobehavioral health, has devoted much of his career to developing ways to reduce alcohol abuse among college students and the negative consequences that often result. Turrisi’s work takes on several forms: (1) discovering why students drink, (2) developing ‘interventions’ aimed at reducing alcohol abuse, and (3) conducting effectiveness trials to determine which interventions are the most effective with which populations.

The complexity of studying student drinking necessitates a team approach to Turrisi’s research. “College student drinking is impacted by so many factors—biological, social, behavioral—that we need to approach it in a way that takes these multiple factors into account,” he explains. Turrisi works with many colleagues within the College—including Dr. Patricia Koch and Dr. John Graham in the Department of Biobehavioral Health and Dr. Mark Greenberg, Dr. Kimberly Mallett, and Rachel Bachrach in the College’s Prevention Research Center—to conduct as many as eight simultaneous studies on student drinking.

Turrisi also collaborates with colleagues at other universities, which has two advantages: first, these colleagues often have a particular viewpoint or area of expertise that informs the study; and second, the universities at which his colleagues are located also serve as sites for testing interventions. At the University of Washington, for example, Turrisi and Mary Larimer, professor of psychiatry and behavioral sciences, are examining various roles that parents and peers can play in reducing alcohol abuse among high school athletes who are transitioning to college—a group that tends to be at high risk for alcohol abuse.

Another study Turrisi and Anne Ray, a doctoral student in biobehavioral health, conducted with colleagues at the University of Colorado demonstrated the importance of parental involvement in reducing alcohol abuse. The study found that when parents communicate with their kids about drinking before they leave for college, their kids tend to drink less than kids whose parents do not communicate with them. Turrisi is now developing materials to help parents talk to their kids about alcohol use and abuse. “We are testing various ways of presenting messages to parents,” explains Turrisi. “For example, some parents receive a message that says ‘here are the benefits of communicating with your kids’ while others receive a message that says ‘here are the consequences of not communicating with your kids.’”

Parents aren’t the only way of reducing alcohol abuse; Turrisi is also reaching out directly to college students to help them reduce risky behaviors associated with excessive alcohol consumption. One such study examines how students view the consequences of their drinking. Mallett, Bachrach, and Turrisi ask students questions like how much they think they can drink before certain consequences would occur.

“Our study has dispelled myths about students’ perceptions of the negative consequences of their drinking,” says Turrisi. For example, “blacking out” (where one is conscious but doesn’t remember his or her actions later on) is sometimes a consequence of having too much to drink. But, Turrisi says, “Students often don’t view blacking out as a negative consequence. This is what we call ‘enigmatic behavior,” because consequences that we would perceive as negative are often perceived as neutral or even positive by students who abuse alcohol.” These findings are tremendously helpful for university administrators and others who are challenged with developing student-directed messages about the risks of alcohol abuse.

Turrisi hopes that his findings will help reduce alcohol abuse among college students. Just like the team approach to his research, the goal is for universities, parents, and students to partner together in their commitment to reducing the negative consequences of excessive drinking.

Think Outside the Crib: Parents Influence Infants’ Sleep Behaviors

If you’re a new parent, you’re probably worried about whether your baby is getting enough sleep or when she’ll start sleeping through the night. Dr. Douglas Teti, professor of human development and family studies, wants you to rest easy.

Teti studies “sleep regulation” in infants—the ability of infants to put themselves back to sleep after waking at night. In children, problems with sleep regulation have been linked to behavioral problems. Teti wondered if there was such a link in infants and if so, why.

Take, for example, the practice of “co-sleeping”—infants sleeping in bed with their parents. Teti notes that in other countries, co-sleeping is a common and accepted practice. In the U.S., however, parents often perceive co-sleeping as problematic—a result of infants’
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Battling Boredom: Helping Kids Use Leisure Time Wisely

“I’m bored.”

Adults often hear children or teenagers complain of boredom. What many people don’t realize, however, is that boredom has real consequences—a greater risk of substance abuse and delinquent or risky behaviors, for example. Linda Caldwell, professor of recreation, park and tourism management, has developed strategies for reducing boredom by helping adolescents to develop interests and use their leisure time in positive ways.

“Using leisure time wisely doesn’t come naturally to many adolescents,” says Caldwell. This is especially important when one considers that this is a time of intense personal growth due to the way brains develop during adolescence. In early adolescence the emotion centers of the brain are excited; at the same time, the part of the brain that controls planning and decision making is not yet fully developed, which can sometimes lead to risky behaviors. Also during this time, synapses in the brain are rapidly creating links that affect learning and behavior. Links that are not being used drop away through a process called “pruning,” while links that are used become even stronger. Because of this, scientists often refer to adolescence as a time of great “plasticity”—a developmental window when the brain is particularly adaptable and adept at learning new concepts.

Caldwell has applied this notion of plasticity to her research on adolescents’ use of leisure time. “Teaching and reinforcing healthy behaviors can be particularly effective at this time,” she says.

In addition, because the emotion centers of adolescents’ brains are excited, it can be a good time to help adolescents develop new interests and learn ways to enjoy activities and get them

According to Teti, babies are more likely to develop self-regulated sleep if parents don’t react negatively when their babies wake up at night. ‘The stress that some parents feel when their babies don’t sleep well simply adds fuel to the fire,” he says. Teti thinks that pediatricians can help calm upset parents by telling them it’s okay if their babies don’t sleep through the night. “Everyone wakes up at night,” he says, “the difference is that some babies are able to put themselves back to sleep and others need help.”

Teti plans to begin another, two-year study of infants that will include additional measures of both infant sleep behaviors and parents’ reactions to those behaviors. He hopes that this study will shed even more light on the factors that determine parents’ reactions to their children’s sleep habits, such as depression, parents’ sleep quality, and feedback from one’s spouse. This will, Teti hopes, help parents to better understand how their own behaviors can affect their infants and to keep their expectations in check with regard to their infants’ sleep patterns. Says Teti: “Parents need to know that sleeping through the night is not a developmental achievement that must occur within the first six months of life.”

The inability to sleep on their own. At the same time, he says, research has established a link in the U.S. between co-sleeping and later behavioral problems, whereas there is no such link in other countries. This made Teti wonder whether behavioral problems are related to parents’ perceptions of their infants’ ability to sleep well rather than the infants’ actual sleep patterns.

To solve this puzzle, Teti and colleagues in the College of Health and Human Development, Penn State’s Department of Psychology, and UC-Davis are conducting a study of sleep regulation in babies 1 to 24 months old. The research team found that behavioral problems could not be traced to the number of times infants woke up at night; however, there was a relationship between parents’ reactions to their infants’ sleep patterns and future behavioral problems. This led them to conclude that babies’ sleep habits play less of a role in their behavior than their parents’ responses to those sleep habits. In other words, explains Teti, “If parents are able to tolerate night waking [in their infants], their infants’ development is different than if the parents perceive night waking as a huge problem.”

According to Teti, babies are more likely to develop self-regulated sleep if parents don’t react negatively when their babies wake up at night. ‘The stress that some parents feel when their babies don’t sleep well simply adds fuel to the fire,” he says. Teti thinks that pediatricians can help calm upset parents by telling them it’s okay if their babies don’t sleep through the night. “Everyone wakes up at night,” he says, “the difference is that some babies are able to put themselves back to sleep and others need help.”

Teti plans to begin another, two-year study of infants that will include additional measures of both infant sleep behaviors and parents’ reactions to those behaviors. He hopes that this study will shed even more light on the factors that determine parents’ reactions to their children’s sleep habits, such as depression, parents’ sleep quality, and feedback from one’s spouse. This will, Teti hopes, help parents to better understand how their own behaviors can affect their infants and to keep their expectations in check with regard to their infants’ sleep patterns. Says Teti: “Parents need to know that sleeping through the night is not a developmental achievement that must occur within the first six months of life.”
“Research has shown, for example, that kids who perceive that their parents are overly controlling are more likely to develop risky behaviors, but kids who perceive their parents as being supportive and interested in what they do tend to develop more positive behaviors”

“hard wired.” Learning to develop personal interests is also a good way to teach and reinforce planning and decision making skills.

With funding from the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), Caldwell has developed a leisure education curriculum called “TimeWise: Taking Charge of Leisure Time” that is being used by middle schools in parts of rural Pennsylvania, Harrisburg city schools, and York county schools, as well as in Germany. Caldwell calls the curriculum a “positive youth development program” whose goal is to promote wise use of leisure time in order to improve adolescents’ health and well being and prevent risky behaviors.

By using the program, kids learn how to fight boredom by following a series of “teaching steps” that include conducting a self-awareness assessment, developing interests that they enjoy, and planning activities. Caldwell stresses that her program encourages youth to pursue both structured and unstructured activities. “There has been a recent push for adolescents to engage in more structured activities, but they also need time to be who they are—to explore and be self-expressive,” she explains.

The idea of positive use of leisure time is a universal one, so Caldwell has taken her act on the road. She and colleague Dr. Edward Smith of the Penn State Prevention Research Center have developed another NIDA-funded curriculum, called HealthWise South Africa, which she describes as “TimeWise on steroids.” The program, which is being implemented in a township outside of Cape Town, incorporates the teaching steps from TimeWise but also focuses on reducing sexual risk behaviors, HIV/AIDS, and substance abuse. Caldwell works with colleagues in South Africa who train teachers to implement the program in their classrooms. The program also involves the community in helping to develop opportunities for kids to engage in leisure activities.

According to Caldwell, HealthWise South Africa is already showing signs of being a success. “It’s been very participatory,” she says. “School principals and teachers have helped shape the curriculum.” In addition, she says, people like the program’s focus on positive rather than negative messages.

Other countries have expressed interest in using the curriculum. Caldwell feels that the program can be implemented by anyone, anywhere because of its flexibility. “It can help both over-structured and under-resourced kids,” she says. The program can also take different forms depending on the level of parental involvement and interest. “Parents can play a big role in their kids’ use of leisure time,” explains Caldwell. Research has shown, for example, that kids who perceive that their parents are overly controlling are more likely to develop risky behaviors, but kids who perceive their parents as being supportive and interested in what they do tend to develop more positive behaviors.

Caldwell has received national recognition for her work—last fall she received the prestigious Theodore and Franklin Roosevelt Award, which is given by the National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) to the top leisure researcher in the nation and last summer, with Ed Smith, she received the Society for Prevention Research International Collaborative Prevention Research Award. She plans to continue her efforts by expanding the program to other countries, as well as developing a TimeWise after-school program in the Harrisburg area that gives kids the opportunity to try new activities and interests. One thing’s for sure: she won’t be bored.

Taking It to the Streets: Involving Communities for Better Health Care

If you’ve ever been diagnosed with a chronic condition, had to stay in the hospital, or taken a sick child to the emergency room, you may have been left feeling a little ill trying to learn the ins and outs of our complex healthcare system. As presidential hopefuls and members of Congress develop proposals to “fix” healthcare through federal mandates, Dennis Scanlon, associate professor of health policy and administration, is taking healthcare reform directly to people’s communities. “If the assumption is that health care can do better,” says Scanlon, “then can we let communities decide how to do better, rather than mandating it at the state and federal levels?”

Through grants from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) and the Center for Health Care Strategies (CHCS), Scanlon is studying ways to improve “chronic care”—treatment for condi-
tions such as diabetes and asthma—by bringing together various “stakeholders” in communities across the country. These stakeholders include insurers, physicians, hospitals, patients, consumer advocates, and employers who, with the help of “coaches” and other resources provided by the RWJF and CHCS, collaborate to develop solutions to communities’ most pressing healthcare concerns, including problems of costs, poor quality, and limited access to health care services.

The topics of their discussions focus on several key issues. The first is what Scanlon calls the “transparency” of the healthcare system. “Simple things like understanding choices and treatment options and their respective costs, as well as the quality of care provided by hospitals, doctors, nurses, and other healthcare providers, are often a mystery to people,” he says.

Second, the stakeholders are discussing payment issues and their impact on healthcare delivery. Right now, explains Scanlon, healthcare reimbursement does not encourage continuity of care or innovation, and many people believe that the incentives in the reimbursement system are to blame for the shortage of primary care physicians in communities. “A focus on primary care could result in better preventive care, better management of chronic conditions like diabetes and heart disease, and a focus on healthy lifestyles through better diet and exercise,” he says.

The use of information technology is the third topic of discussion among the stakeholders. “Health care is still largely operating in a paper-based world,” explains Scanlon. “People don’t understand why they can stick their bank card into an ATM machine anywhere across the world and withdraw cash or obtain their account balance, but they can’t get access to vital information about their own medical record, or information about the costs and benefits of drugs and treatments.”

Why are these stakeholders motivated to collaborate when they are used to competing with each other? Scanlon thinks that the collaboration stems from a sense of community accountability: “they want to do what’s best for the community,” he says. In other cases, an influential person or a large community organization encourages all of the “players” to come together to solve problems.

“The communities that we’re studying are finding ways to make health care more consumer- and patient-friendly,” says Scanlon.

It’s too soon to tell whether the solutions that communities have developed will work in the long term. “It’s not a slam dunk,” he says, “but there’s reason to be hopeful.” Scanlon hopes that by learning what works in certain communities, other communities will be able to solve their own healthcare issues. At the least, it may take some of the mystery out of that lab work.

After the Bell: Promoting Positive Development through After School Programs

Kids spend nearly a third of the day—and more than half of their waking hours—at school. So it’s no surprise that schools exert a strong influence not only on children’s academic development, but also on their social and behavioral development. The proliferation and growing popularity of after-school programs means that many kids spend even more time interacting with teachers and classmates in school environments. Several years ago, Emilie Phillips Smith, associate professor of human development and family studies and interim director of the Center for Human Development and Family Research in Diverse Contexts, saw an opportunity for researching these programs. “After-school programs are a newer phenomenon,” says Smith. “This provides us with an opportunity to study a relatively new context of children’s development.”

Smith was particularly interested in studying two aspects of development—the development of “positive social norms,” or the degree to which children will tolerate antisocial behavior among their peers; and “collective efficacy,” or what Smith calls the “nosy neighbor” phenomenon, where children communicate expectations of behavior to their peers.

Smith designed a study that utilizes a forty-year-old curriculum that helps elementary school children develop these social tools. In 2006, Smith and two Penn State colleagues—Daniel Perkins, professor of agricultural and extension education; and Wayne Osgood, professor of crime, law, and justice and sociology—along with undergraduate and graduate students in human development and family studies, launched phase one of the study in the Harrisburg and Gettysburg areas. They decided to conduct their study—dubbed the LEGACY (Learning, Educating, Guiding a
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Business or Pleasure? Helping Employees Balance Work and Family Life

Hotel employees are in the business of reducing their guests’ stress. But often, little attention is paid to employees’ own well-being. A team of researchers led by John O’Neill, associate professor of hospitality management; David Almeida, professor of human development; and Nan Crouter, dean of the College of Health and Human Development; is aiming to change that.

Through grants from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and the National Institutes of Health, a multidisciplinary team of researchers from the College’s Department of Biobehavioral Health, Department of Human Development and Family Studies, and School of Hospitality Management, as well as Penn State’s Department of Psychology, are examining how hotel employees balance their personal lives with their careers.

The hotel industry was ripe for study, explains O’Neill, because of the 24-hour nature of the industry, the long hours that employees often log, and the fast pace. The demands of working in the industry often lead to employee turnover and increased healthcare costs as employees struggle to deal with job-related stress and “spillover” stress at home.

The Penn State team, coordinated by Project Director Amy Snead ’03 HRIM, interviewed the general managers of fifty hotels across the country and followed up with phone interviews with almost 600 managers in those hotels. They found that the characteristics of general managers influence employees’ well-being and their ability to balance work and family. They found, for example, that managers whose GMs had children were more likely to be happy, content in their jobs, and committed to the organization, regardless of whether the managers themselves had children. They also found that employees whose spouses currently or previously worked in the industry had better spousal relationships than employees whose spouses never worked in the industry.

Meanwhile, Almeida has been overseeing a series of “daily diary studies” on hotel managers and their spouses and hotel hourly workers and their children, to get an in-depth picture of hotel work. In coordination with these studies, Laura Klein, associate professor of biobehavioral health, has led an effort to study saliva samples of the employees for “biomarkers”—hormones that indicate stress levels. Hotel employees and family members collect saliva samples four times a day over a four-day period and send the samples to Klein, who tests them for cortisol, a biomarker that indicates stress. Klein and her colleagues received an additional grant from Johnson & Johnson to expand the saliva assays to DHEA-S, another stress-related hormone. The biomarker data, combined with employees’ own accounts of their stress levels, are helping the team to develop an overall picture of employee stress.

O’Neill thinks the results of the team’s research can benefit not only hotel employees, but also the hotels themselves. “We are trying to demonstrate to hotel companies that they can have a strategic advantage in the industry by helping their employees achieve better work-life balance,” says O’Neill. “Hotels with happy employees are more likely to be happy, content in their jobs, and committed to the organization.”
employees have the potential for lower employee turnover, lower healthcare costs, and increased employee commitment to the organization."

O’Neill and his team have developed a set of “action ideas” that they hope to test in a sampling of hotels with the goal of improving both employee well-being and hotels’ bottom lines. These include “spousal enculturation,” where hotels orient employees’ spouses to the hotel so they can have a better understanding of what their spouses do at work, and “flexibility as compensation,” where hotels reward employees with more flexible hours.

O’Neill thinks the advantage of being able to tackle the problem of work-life balance from so many angles lends credibility to the study. “The College of Health and Human Development's broad approach to health and wellness has allowed us to examine the problem of work-life balance from all sides,” he explains. “We hope to gain unprecedented insights into the many factors—biological, psychological, and behavioral—that influence people’s ability to achieve work-life balance and lower their stress.” Insights that, he hopes, will make hotel employees as happy as their guests.

A multidisciplinary team of researchers are examining how hotel employees balance their personal lives with their careers.

Eat Your Veggies: Making Healthy Foods More Appealing to Kids

Leann Birch wants kids to eat their vegetables. As director of the Center for Childhood Obesity Research (CCOR), Birch is tasked with finding ways to reduce childhood obesity. Much of her research has focused on finding out how kids develop preferences for certain foods and how their eating behaviors develop and change over time. So when she wanted to find a way to get kids to eat more fruits and vegetables, she needed to look no further than the Center for Food Innovation (CFI) and its director, Pete Bordi, for help.

Bordi and Birch are working with the McCormick Science Institute to develop flavored products that can be sprinkled on fruits and vegetables to make them more appealing to children. Bordi’s Center for Food Innovation will start by conducting “sensory studies,” where kids sample the products and give him feedback on their taste, texture, and appearance. Because Bordi can change only one ingredient at a time in order to determine the combination of ingredients that yields the most pleasing food, the studies can take up to a year to conduct. Once the product is developed, Birch and CCOR will conduct studies to determine whether use of the products, when sprinkled on fruits and veggies, will actually increase kids’ intake of them.

“Children (and adults) eat what they like, and many children don’t eat their vegetables because they just don’t like them,” explains Birch. “We need to find ways to help children learn to like healthy foods such as vegetables, and we are delighted to be working with the McCormick Foundation to investigate the impact of a promising new approach for increasing children’s liking and intake of vegetables.”

Bordi and CFI are no stranger to these types of studies. Bordi and Sibylle Kranz, assistant professor of nutritional sciences, are working with Andrea Wight, an undergraduate student in the Schreyer Honors College, to develop high-fiber products that are both healthy and tasty. For example, Bordi and CFI helped Eat’n Park become one of the first restaurant chains in the nation to cook with trans fat-free oils. Bordi recently worked with former football player and College of Health and Human Development alumnus Franco Harris and his company, Super Bakery, Inc., to develop a drink that helps the body recover after exercise. “Companies want to work with CFI,” says Bordi, “because we can bring two or three different departments within the College of Health and Human Development together to work on a project. The many ways in which the College approaches health is a tremendous asset to CFI and to these companies.”
Looking Forward

Forty years ago, visionary thinking laid the groundwork for today’s College of Health and Human Development. The vision of administrators and faculty has allowed the College to respond to many of society’s most pressing demands and issues and to improve the quality of life of individuals, families, and their communities.

Donald Ford’s vision of the College as one that would examine all aspects of human development; focus on individuals, families, and communities; and emphasize collaboration and connectedness has endured. Today, faculty examine human development across the lifespan, finding ways to improve the quality of people’s lives and maximize human potential. They study how families, schools, community organizations, and employers influence individual well-being. They explore complex problems by conducting research that spans academic disciplines and relies upon fresh thinking and cutting-edge ideas.

Nan Crouter, dean of the College, is continuing to rely upon visionary thinking to advance the College. As part of this year’s strategic planning process, she is identifying ‘strategic themes’ around which faculty can cluster. The purpose of these themes is to encourage faculty from a variety of academic units in the College to collaborate with one another and to further develop areas of expertise that address key societal issues.

Explains Crouter: “Health care quality is just one of the themes on which we, as a college, can make a real contribution to research, policy, and practice. This theme can bring together faculty from biobehavioral health, health policy and administration, nursing, and other units to explore this complex issue from a variety of perspectives.”

These themes will also benefit students in the College. Both undergraduate and graduate students will have the opportunity to expand their knowledge and gain valuable research experience in these areas. Further, says Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Education Neil Sharkey, “If the College is recognized as a leader in the areas we’ve identified, it will enhance our ability to attract the ‘best and brightest’ students and to compete for top faculty.”

Finding solutions to some of society’s toughest problems requires the kind of vision that has been the hallmark of the College of Health and Human Development. Many of the key issues in this year’s presidential election, for example, are being tackled by researchers in the College—health care, poverty, and children’s and women’s issues, to name a few.

“We are indebted to both the visionary leaders of the past and to our world-class faculty of today, who have the ability to look to the future and anticipate the problems that society needs them to solve,” says Crouter. “In turn, we are well equipped to prepare the next generation of thinkers and problem-solvers who will be able to address issues that haven’t yet emerged in our national consciousness.”

This past September, the College celebrated the naming of the Donald H. Ford Building in recognition of Ford’s visionary leadership. During the ceremony, Ford urged faculty to continue to look forward. “It is important for creatively successful organizations like yours to periodically lift their eyes above their current activities and to search the horizons for important new possibilities,” Ford said. The College is doing just that, readying itself for another forty years of success.
Academic Unit Updates

Biobehavioral Health

Elizabeth Beverly, a graduate student in Biobehavioral Health, received an Alumni Association Dissertation Award. She was recognized at the Graduate School Alumni Society’s spring social and recognition dinner on Saturday, March 29, 2008.

Dr. Elizabeth Susman, Jean Phillips Shibley Professor of Biobehavioral Health, received the John P. Hill Memorial Award at the Society for Research on Adolescence (SRA) recent meeting. The Hill Award recognizes an individual whose overall program of work has had a significant impact on the understanding of development and behavior during the second decade of the life span.

Debra Miller ’96g has been named director of nutrition, global research and development at The Hershey Center for Health and Nutrition. In this position, Debra will direct the center’s clinical nutrition program, work with the Product Development and Marketing organizations on health and wellness issues, and serve as a nutrition expert to senior management. She will also represent Hershey in a number of nutrition-related organizations and trade groups and will work closely with Corporate Communications to communicate key nutrition-related information.

Communication Sciences and Disorders

The Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders celebrates its 75th anniversary at Penn State this year, making it the third oldest such program in the United States. It continues its mission of excellence in research, teaching, and outreach to the University and surrounding communities.

Dr. Janice C. Light, Distinguished Professor of Communication Sciences and Disorders, is the recipient of the University’s Faculty Scholar Medal for Outstanding Achievement in Social and Behavioral Sciences. Established in 1980, the award recognizes scholarly or creative excellence represented by a single contribution or a series of contributions around a coherent theme.

The Inaugural Speaker’s Series in Communication Sciences and Disorders was a huge success. Krista Wilkinson, associate professor, Emerson College, kicked off the series with a talk titled “An Interdisciplinary Approach to AAC Research and Practice with Children with Intellectual Disabilities: Applications of Behavioral and Cognitive Science.” It was well attended by faculty, students, and staff.

Dr. Ingrid M. Blood, professor of Communication Sciences and Disorders, is the new chair of the Faculty Senate. The Senate is the representative body for more than 5,000+ faculty at University Park as well as campuses across the commonwealth.

Health Policy and Administration

The Department of Health Policy and Administration and the Center for Health Care and Policy Research (CHCPR) have settled in to their new facilities in the newly-named Donald H. Ford Building (formerly the Business Administration Building). HPA and CHCPR occupy refurbished suites on the fifth and sixth floors.

Master of Health Administration students Ashley Kaper, Nathan Elliott, and Lauren Lubus represented Penn State in early February at the National Case Competition at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. Students from twenty-one universities offered their solutions to the national “throughput” problem as part of the competition. Their efforts placed the team members among the top ten schools.

In recognition of academic excellence, leadership, and contributions to student activities, Shane Flickinger, an HPA junior, was honored this spring as a recipient of Penn State’s Student Leadership Award. Flickinger, who maintains a 3.93 grade-point average, is involved in the HPA/ACHE Club, where he serves as the junior representative and 2008 THON co-chair; Lion Ambassadors; and the Penn State Glee Club. Penn State offers the award through support from USA Today. The award honors and recognizes undergraduate students who have superior academic records or show promise of outstanding academic success.

Dr. Jami DelliFraine, assistant professor and Dr. Kathryn Danisky, associate professor recently presented a comprehensive analysis of telemedicine clinical studies at the British Royal Society of Medicine Telehealth and E-Health meeting in London. Their presentation highlighted how telemedicine is used today and its benefits to health care.

Governor Edward G. Rendell recently appointed Lisa Davis, director of the Pennsylvania Office of Rural Health (PORH), to be a member of the Pennsylvania Commission for Women. As director, Davis is responsible for developing and sustaining linkages with state and national partners and seeking ways to enhance the health status of rural Pennsylvanians through education, outreach, advocacy and applied research.

HPA faculty recently revamped and approved the department’s Ph.D. curriculum in an effort to provide relevant coursework that is on the cutting edge of services research. The new curriculum, which includes tracks in economics and health policy, management of health care organizations, and population health and demography, is being submitted for approval to The Graduate School. As part of the planned changes, the department submitted a $1.5 million training grant proposal to the National Institutes of Health for financial support of the doctoral program. Additionally, the Ph.D. Committee is reporting record success in its recruiting efforts over the past year.

Nearly fifty HPA alumni, students, and faculty members had a chance to mix and mingle this spring at the American College of Healthcare Executive’s Annual Congress in Chicago. This year, twenty-seven students (fifteen undergraduate and twelve MHA) attended Congress, which represented one of the largest student groups at the event.
Human Development and Family Studies

Dr. Michael J. Rovine, professor of human development and family studies, is the recipient of the 2008 Graduate Faculty Teaching Award. The award, established in 1992 by The Graduate School, is presented to faculty members in recognition of outstanding teaching performance and advising of graduate students.

Dr. J. Douglas Coatsworth, associate professor of human development and family studies and professor-in-charge of the undergraduate program, has been named this year’s recipient of the President’s Award for Engagement with Students. The award is given to a faculty member who goes beyond his or her responsibilities to engage and encourage students in learning, demonstrating deep caring and involvement with students’ learning.

Anne E. Pezalla and Tara Stoppa, both Ph.D. candidates in the Department of Human Development and Family Studies, received the 2008 Harold F. Martin Graduate Assistant Outstanding Teaching Award. The award is jointly sponsored by The Graduate School—through the Harold F. Martin Graduate Assistant Outstanding Teaching Award endowment—and the Office of the Vice President and Dean for Undergraduate Education. Nominees for the award, which recognizes outstanding teaching performance, must have served as graduate assistants for at least two semesters within the past two years.

The Bennett Family Center and the Child Development Laboratory, both on Penn State’s University Park campus, are among the first early childhood programs to earn accreditation from the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) — the nation’s leading organization of early childhood professionals. Both facilities are part of Human Development and Family Studies (HDFS) Children’s Programs.

Three HDFS professors will retire this year: Dr. Robert L. Burgess, Dr. Sherry Willis, and Dr. K. Warner Schaie.

HDFS welcomed four new professors this past fall, Dr. Lisa Gatzke-Kopp, Dr. Hobart (Bo) Cleveland, Dr. Daphne Hernandez, and Dr. Denis Gerstorf.

Dr. Susan M. McHale, professor of human development and family studies, accepted the position of director of the Social Science Research Institute (SSRI) and the Children Youth, and Families Consortium (CYFC) effective July 1, 2007.

In the summer of 2006 the HDFS department implemented its new baccalaureate requirements. The major’s four former options were folded into two new options: Life Span Human Services (LSHS) and Life Span Developmental Science (LSDS). After much review and consultation with human service agencies, the department believed that these new options reflected the current world of human services and research better than the old options. The new curriculum also provides students more flexibility in selecting their HDFS and supporting courses. View the requirements and courses on the department’s Web site, www.hhdev.psu.edu/hdfs/.

Kinesiology

Dr. Karl M. Newell, professor of kinesiology and the Marie Underhill Noll Chair in Human Performance, has been appointed head of the Department of Kinesiology effective September 28, 2007. Newell had served as interim head of the department since July 1. He previously served as head of the department from 1993 to 2001 before being appointed associate dean for research and graduate education in the College of Health and Human Development, a position he held for six years.

Dr. John H. Challis, associate professor of kinesiology, was selected as recipient of the 2007 HHD Alumni Society Excellence in Teaching Award. The award was established in honor of “truly memorable educators whose inspiration is never forgotten” and recognizes excellence in teaching and contributions to the art of teaching.

Dr. Robert Eckhardt, professor of developmental genetics and evolutionary morphology, was recipient of the 2007 Evan G. and Helen G. Pattishall Outstanding Research Achievement Award from the College of Health and Human Development. This award was established to affirm the important role that research plays in the success and vitality of our College and honors a faculty member who has advanced the frontiers of knowledge in their field.

Dr. Lauren Kramer, program director of the athletic training option, was awarded the 2007 Evelyn R. Saubel Faculty Award in the College of Health and Human Development. This award is given to a faculty member committed to human service, who is an accessible advisor in both academics and career decisions, and who demonstrates a caring, professional style that symbolizes College values.

Dr. Larry Kenney, professor of physiology and kinesiology, has been awarded the 2008 American College of Sports Medicine Citation Award. This award was presented at the 2008 Annual Meeting in late May.

Dr. Neil Sharkey, professor of kinesiology, orthopaedics and rehabilitation, was appointed associate dean for research and graduate education in the Penn State College of Health and Human Development, effective August 1, 2007.

School of Nursing

The School competed successfully for a Hartford Center of Geriatric Nursing Excellence. Dr. Ann Kolanowski serves as project director of the Center.

The School achieved NLNAC accreditation for all programs for the maximum number of years (eight years).

Construction has begun on a state-of-the-art simulation facility to replace the existing nursing lab.

Penn State Erie, the Behrend College has become the tenth campus to offer a nursing program. The campus offers an associate degree program in nursing.

The School has received approval from the Pennsylvania State Board of Nursing to open an Adult Nurse Practitioner specialty.

Nine faculty – Dee O’Hara, Janet Knott, Melissa Miner, Suzanne Kuhn, Sharon Lacue, Dee Dee McCreary, Sherry Goertz, Dr. Mahassen Mansour and Dr. Raymonde Brown – became certified as nurse educators by the National League for Nursing.

Dr. Donna Fick, associate professor of nursing, received the Fran and Holly Soistman Award from the College of Health and Human Development for her work on delirium superimposed on dementia and polypharmacy in the elderly.

Dr. Susan Loeb, assistant professor of nursing, received the Springer Publishing Company Award in Geriatric/Gerontological Nursing for a Distinguished Single Work of Research in Applied Geriatric Nursing.
Recreation, Park and Tourism Management

Dr. Linda Caldwell, professor of recreation, park and tourism management, was awarded the 2007 National Recreation and Park Association Franklin D. and Theodore Roosevelt Excellence in Recreation and Park Research Award. Dr. Caldwell also was a recipient of the 2007 George Jones, Jr. and Velma Rife Jones Lectureship at the University of Utah College of Health Sciences. She and Edward Smith received the 2007 Society for Prevention Research International Collaborative Prevention Science Award.

Dr. Deborah Kerstetter, associate professor of recreation, park and tourism management, was the winner of the Rosemary Schraer Mentoring Award for 2007-08. The award is presented by Penn State’s Commission for Women.

Dr. Christine Buzinde, assistant professor of recreation, park and tourism management, was an invited presenter and session chair at the 28th Congress of the International Union of Game Biologists in Uppsala, Sweden, in August 2007.

Dr. Alan Graefe, associate professor of recreation, park and tourism management, completed a one-semester sabbatical leave during the fall 2007 semester, spending six weeks in Oregon, two weeks in Korea at Hanyang University, and the remaining time attending conferences.

Retired RPTM professor Dr. Monty Christiansen was honored with the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) International William F. Hulse Memorial Award for outstanding contributions to the establishment of voluntary full-consensus standards to enhance safety of sport.

Enrollment for the RPTM undergraduate major was officially 474 for fall semester 2007 (this number does not include twenty-nine students who identify RPTM as their second major), representing the highest enrollment in the past six years.

The department is hosting two visiting scholars: Huimei Liu, a Fulbright scholar, and Zuozhi Li, both from China.

RPTM majors William Ben Duncan, Charles Gruber, Penny Horner, Robert Pearsall, Mira Deen Shiffrin, and Brad Snyder were among twenty-three Penn State students who spent the summer in Australia as part of an American Universities International Programs study abroad opportunity. Also, three students took part in RPTM’s Council on International Educational Exchange summer abroad program in Palma de Mallorca, Spain.

The PGM Student Society sponsored the “Penn State PGM Rock-a-THON” on December 7, 2007, to raise funds for THON. The event raised $1,200 and will be profiled in PGA Magazine.

The July 2007 issue of PGA Magazine touted the Professional Golf Management program’s April 2007 “Golfapalooza” event, at which PGM students provided a day of golf instruction and activities for 130 area middle-schoolers.

The PGM students successfully completed their national assessment testing, PGA Checkpoint, on March 27-31, with 100 percent of seniors successfully completing PGA Checkpoint Level 3 – the first time this has occurred at any university.

Nutritional Sciences

Dr. Gordon L. Jensen, professor and head of the department, was appointed to the Food and Nutrition Board of the Institute of Medicine for a 2007-2010 term.

Dr. Penny Kris-Etherton, distinguished professor of nutritional sciences, is the 2007 recipient of the Marjorie Hulsizer Copher Award. This award recognizes significant and ongoing contributions to both the ADA and the field of nutrition. Dr. Kris-Etherton was honored September 29, 2007, at the ADA's food and Nutrition Conference and Exposition in Philadelphia.

Dr. John Beard, professor of nutritional sciences, received the 2007 Pauline Schmitt Russell Distinguished Research Career Award from the College of Health and Human Development. He was recognized for his contributions on the nutritional impact of iron on the brain and cognitive function. Dr. Beard also was honored as the recipient of The Kellogg Award in International Nutrition during the Nutrition Awards Program at the Experimental Biology 2008 Annual Meeting in April.

Dr. Barbara Rolls, Helen A. Guthrie Chair in Nutrition, was honored as the recipient of The Centrum Center for Nutrition Science Award. Dr. Rolls received the award, given for recent investigative contributions of contemporary significance to the understanding of human nutrition, during the Nutrition Awards Program at the Experimental Biology 2008 Annual Meeting in April.

School of Hospitality Management

The 3rd International Conference on Services Management was hosted by the School at the Penn Stater Conference Center Hotel in University Park in early May. The theme was “Service Quality” and attendees from across the globe participated in the forum that shared the latest findings of hospitality research and presented opportunities for new initiatives and partnerships for continued study of service quality in the services industry.

The School of Hospitality Management has received a three-year, $60,000 gift from the Darden Foundation that will support various student professional development needs. “This gift from the Darden Foundation will enable us to support many of the initiatives that help our students grow both personally and professionally,” said Dr. Bert Van Hoof, Director of the School.

Dr. Arun Upneja received the John Wiley & Sons Lifet ime Research Achievement Award from the International Council of Hotel Restaurant International Education (CHRIE).

Angelo Blacey was selected as co-recipient of Pennsylvania Travel and Lodging Association’s 2008 Student of the Year. Blacey received the Student of the Year Award at a reception in Harrisburg.

Five HRIM undergraduate students won national scholarship competitions: Mimi Ra, Sara Quinteros Fernandez, and Stephen Rowe, were awarded scholarships through the National Society of Minorities in Hospitality. Ashley Akright won the International Association of Conference Centers Industry Award. Pamela Salva won the Marriot Hispanic Fund Scholarship and was selected to attend the Hispanic Young Professionals 14th Annual Scholarship Awards Gala in Washington, DC.

Fourteen undergraduate students kicked off the inaugural Cooking with Kids program in January. The six-week program pairs SHM students, freshmen to seniors, with sixth graders from Centre County to teach cooking techniques…and some of the finer points of dining etiquette.

The Hospitality Executive of the Year Dinner in November was especially exciting this year as Tom Giannopoulos, 2008 recipient of the award announced a $500,000 donation to the School of Hospitality Management and the College of Health and Human Development for scholarships and development opportunities.
On September 14, 2007, the College honored one of its founding fathers when the former Business Administration Building was named the Donald H. Ford Building. As the first dean of the College of Human Development, Ford served from 1967 to 1977, during which time he developed the new college—the first of its kind in the nation—from the ground up.

The pouring rain did little to dampen the enthusiasm of the faculty, staff, administrators, alumni, and friends who attended the ceremony. In fact, Collins Airhihenbuwa, professor and head of the Department of Biobehavioral Health, remarked that in his home nation of Nigeria, rain during such a ceremonious occasion is viewed as auspicious.

The ceremony was a time for celebrating Ford’s role in shaping the College. “Don was a key figure in creating the modern era of health and human development not only at Penn State, but nationally,” said Penn State President Graham Spanier. “Under his leadership, he helped establish the most successful college of its kind in the United States and one of the great colleges in the history of Penn State.”

Ford recognized his wife, Carol Clark Ford, for the role she played in helping to recruit faculty to the new college. He passed on to current faculty the advice that his wife shared with him in 1967 when he became dean: “Build a college that has a heart as well as a mind.” He also encouraged faculty to take advantage of the opportunity to explore new opportunities and look toward the future. “Seize this opportunity,” he said. “Think about what socially important, cutting-edge efforts you might pursue next.”

The Ford Building houses the Departments of Communication Sciences and Disorders; Health Policy and Administration; and Recreation, Park and Tourism Management; in addition to the Speech and Hearing Clinic. Nan Crouter, dean of the College, commented that the new space allows for departments “to configure themselves in ways that facilitate new partnerships and research opportunities.”

Crouter reminded the audience that the Ford Building will long serve as a reminder of the College’s history and Ford’s critical role in shaping that history. “Tomorrow’s students will casually say to one another, ‘I’ll meet you outside Ford,’” she remarked. “What could be a more fitting acknowledgement of Don’s many contributions than to have his name added to the geography of the campus he loves so much?”

University Names Building in Honor of Founding Dean
President’s Message

Here in Happy Valley, I enjoy watching the academic year go by with the changing seasons. Fall, with its wide-eyed freshman and football and homecoming activities gave way to winter, with the excitement of activities like THON and the campus’s beautiful snowy landscape. So much to enjoy and be proud of!

The current academic year in the College of Health and Human Development is even more exciting than usual because we are experiencing the beginning of an important new era: that of our new dean, Nan Crouter.

The HHD Alumni Board Executive Committee was pleased to have Dean Crouter join us in our strategic planning session shortly after she took office in June 2007. Her input was invaluable and our mutual comfort level very pleasant.

Dr. Crouter clearly appreciates the important role of the active, engaged, committed alumni of the College of Health and Human Development. She helped us formulate great ideas for our next strategic plan (2008–2011) that will continue, and build on, our traditions of alumni working with faculty and students to enhance the HHD experience while taking an active role in the University community.

As the College and the Board go forward it is indeed very reassuring to know that Dr. Crouter and her very special blend of warmth and professionalism are in place to direct and work with us. We all share a similar commitment to HHD and Penn State and want future students to experience the same opportunities that enhance our lives.

Common goals, dedicated efforts, and the strong leadership of Dr. Crouter will help us as a College and its Alumni Board grow and achieve excellence. As future seasons grace Happy Valley I think we will remember this time as a bright new beginning that will lead to even greater success.

Kay Salvino ’69 IFS
President, HHD Alumni Society

2008 College of Health and Human Development Mentoring Program Underway

The 2008 Health and Human Development Alumni Mentoring Program is off to a great start. Kickoff events were held in February, March, and April and provided the opportunity for alumni mentors and student protégés from all nine academic units to meet and set goals for their mentoring relationship.

Dean Nan Crouter said, “The mentoring program has been so successful that it received an award from the Penn State Alumni Association in 2005 and has been used as a model by at least four other colleges that have established similar programs here at University Park.”

Both Dean Crouter and V. Diane Collins, alumni mentoring program coordinator, express their appreciation to the alumni who are willing to give back to the college by sharing their experiences and expertise with students, and to the students who are taking the opportunity to enhance their classroom learning with out-of-class experiences.

Brian McKee ’89 H PA was matched last year with then student Dan Schreck. On his Mentor Goal Setting and Action Plan, McKee stated, “I’ve learned that the students who are engaged in the mentoring program seem to be extremely motivated and sophisticated beyond where I was when I was in their shoes. They are an impressive group and reflect very well upon the program.”

Recruitment for the next “class” of mentors and protégés will begin in September 2008. If you wish to be contacted or would like information about the mentoring program, please contact V. Diane Collins at 814-865-3831 or dvc1@psu.edu.

The following dates for the 2009 mentoring events at The Nittany Lion Inn have been established:

Friday, February 6, 2009 (Dinner)
Biobehavioral Health
Human Development and Family Studies
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Saturday, February 7, 2009 (Lunch)
Nursing
Kinesiology
Nutritional Sciences

Saturday, February 7, 2009 (Dinner)
Hospitality Management
Health Policy and Administration

Saturday, March 28, 2009 (Brunch)
Recreation, Park and Tourism Management
Karen B. Peetz ’77 IFS, senior executive vice president of The Bank of New York Mellon in New York City, received the 2007 Alumni Fellow Award, the highest honor bestowed upon alumni by the Penn State Board of Trustees.

Peetz serves as the division head in charge of the Bank’s Global Corporate Trust Services business, overseeing a staff of more than 3,500 in 54 offices in the United States and in 19 countries throughout the world. Her division serves 30,000 clients representing $10 trillion in total debt outstanding.

Peetz began her career at JP Morgan Chase (formerly Chemical Bank), where she held several management positions in sales and business management, including an assignment in London. In 1998 she joined The Bank of New York to run domestic U.S. Corporate Trust and subsequently ran its Global Payments Services Group. Just five years later she was named head of Global Corporate Trust, and was promoted to her current position in 2006.

Peetz received a Master of Science degree in Applied Behavioral Science from Johns Hopkins University. She is a member of the Board of Trustees of the Brooklyn Academy of Music and a co-chair of Women United in Philanthropy for the United Way of New York City. Karen also chairs the Women’s Initiatives Network (WIN) for the Bank.

Peetz is a past president of the College of Health and Human Development Alumni Society Board of Directors and, in that capacity, also served on the Penn State Alumni Association’s Alumni Council. She is a life member of the Penn State Alumni Association and is a member of the HHD Development Council.

Wallace Triplett III ’49 PH ED was a recipient of the University’s 2007 Distinguished Alumni Award – the highest honor bestowed upon Penn State alumni by the Penn State Board of Trustees.

Enrolling at Penn State in 1945, Triplett became the first African American player on the Penn State varsity football team. During Triplett’s time at Penn State, he and the team encountered—and overcame—numerous obstacles. In 1946, Penn State cancelled a game with the University of Miami because Miami refused to play the game unless its two African American players (Triplett and Dennie Hoggard) were excluded from playing. A year later, when Penn State played in the Cotton Bowl, the team was not permitted to stay at its “whites-only” hotel because of Triplett and Hoggard, and instead stayed at a local Naval base. Triplett, by then the team’s star running back, became the first African American to play in the Cotton Bowl.

Triplett’s success continued after his graduation from Penn State. He was only the third African American player drafted by the National Football League (NFL) and was the first African American drafted by the NFL to play in an NFL game. He was a running back and return specialist for the Detroit Lions from 1949 to 1950 and holds the team’s single-game record in kickoff return yardage with 294 against the Los Angeles Rams in 1950. Following that season, Triplett was drafted into military service for the Korean War. When he returned, the Lions traded him to the Cardinals, and he retired from professional football in 1953. For being the first African American to be drafted by and play for an NFL team, Triplett’s picture hangs in the Pro Football Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio. In 2003, the Detroit Lions named him an “alumni honorary captain” for one of their games.

Triplett attended Penn State at a time when many of society’s institutions were segregated. Because of Triplett’s courage, and the support and commitment of his teammates, coaches, and University administrators, Penn State demonstrated to the nation that “separate but equal” policies need not be tolerated. Years before Brown v. Board of Education, Penn State’s actions forced other institutions to examine their policies and contributed to the national dialogue about civil rights.

Triplett was honored during several ceremonies at Penn State in June 2007. At a College-hosted luncheon, Dean Nan Crouter remarked, “We are proud not only of your accomplishments on the football field, but also of the way in which you helped to start a national conversation about one of society’s greatest ills. Because of your courage, Penn State was able to stand up to injustice and demonstrate to the nation that civil rights mattered and segregation would not be tolerated.”
Smith Receives Alumni Recognition Award

Scott Smith '90g NUTR, senior nutritionist and manager for nutritional biochemistry at NASA, received the Alumni Recognition Award this past fall. The award is presented to an alumnus/alumna of the College who has demonstrated professional excellence and exemplary voluntary community involvement in a health and human development field.

Smith oversees the nutritional status and nutrient requirements of astronauts before, during, and after space travel. At NASA, he has championed the importance of studying and understanding the unique nutritional challenges of space flight.

He has been described as "the top person in the world on understanding the interactions of diet and microgravity effects." His primary area of focus is on understanding how the body metabolizes calcium during space flight to prevent bone loss. His findings have far-reaching applications in and outside the space program.

Smith has led efforts to develop a "nutritional assessment protocol" administered to all International Space Station astronauts before and after space flight, a protocol that has been adopted in studying nutritional deficiencies of elderly populations. He also developed a preservative for urine that enhances its usefulness in nutritional assessment studies of astronauts. This patented preservative has practical applications for remote research and rural medicine where labs are distant.

Smith is committed to sharing his knowledge to benefit of others; he developed and implemented an "adopt-a-classroom" initiative, targeted to elementary school students, discussing space flight and the science behind it. Smith holds adjunct faculty positions at the University of Texas Medical Branch, the University of Houston, and Texas Woman's University, and developed a course at the University of Houston addressing issues pertaining to nutrition and space flight.

Two Alumni Receive Emerging Professional Awards

Emerging Professional awards recognize graduates of the past ten years—one undergraduate degree recipient and one graduate degree recipient—who have demonstrated professional excellence and/or exemplary voluntary community involvement in the health and human development professions.

Christopher Minson '97g EX SCI, associate professor in the Department of Human Physiology at the University of Oregon, received the Emerging Professional—Graduate Degree Award.

Minson is a leading researcher in cardiovascular physiology. He has made numerous important contributions in the areas of vascular biology, temperature regulation, and women's health during his brief career and has received New Investigator Awards from the American Physiological Society's Environmental and Exercise Physiology Section and the American College of Sports Medicine.

Praised by colleagues for the creativity and innovation of his work, Minson has excelled at developing unique and mutually-beneficial partnerships. For example, he successfully bridged the gap between basic science and clinical research by fostering relationships between the University of Oregon and the Oregon Heart and Vascular Institute, drawing upon the expertise of clinicians and basic scientists. He is also working with scientists at Pacific Northwest National Laboratories to conduct research that integrates human physiology and proteomics.

Minson is a respected educator and mentor credited with being the driving force behind unprecedented undergraduate and graduate student enrollment in his department. He is one of the most popular teachers in the department (attracting more students than can be accommodated) and consistently receives high scores from student course evaluations. He has developed new graduate-level courses, one in environmental physiology and one in cardiovascular function, as well as an upper-division class on integrative endocrine physiology. He mentors numerous doctoral students, many of whom have received national research awards and have gone on to successful research careers at top research institutions.

Joseph Hughes '99 R P M, general manager and head golf professional at the Penn State Golf Courses, received the Emerging Professional—Undergraduate Degree Award.

In his current role, Hughes oversees all daily operations and food and beverage operations at the golf courses, which host approximately 60,000 customers each year. He also teaches individual and group golf lessons. Since he joined the golf courses, golf course revenue has increased by 12 percent and golf course rounds by 14 percent; golf tournament operations and custom fitting sales have also increased significantly under his watch. Prior to coming to Penn State, he was PGA assistant golf professional and merchandiser at Shannopin Country Club in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Hughes is also known for his service to his community. He has hosted numerous fund-raising golf tournaments at the Penn State Golf Courses for organizations such as the Second Mile, Youth Service Bureau, Mount Nittany Medical Center, and Coaches vs. Cancer. He has been recognized as a “Gold Medal Friend” of Special Olympics for his work in implementing a golf training program for its athletes.

Hughes also gives back to Penn State by spending time with undergraduates in the professional golf management program. He frequently speaks to classes and assists students in two Recreation, Park and Tourism Management (RPTM) classes in developing leadership activities and other events as part of their classwork. He also works with the program on its PGA Player Development Program, which helps students prepare for tournament play as professional golfers. He received the 2005 “Pride of the Lions” award from the Professional Golf Management Affiliate Program Group for his work with students.
Affiliate Program Group Reports

Biobehavioral Health Affiliate Program Group
Katie Kivlighan ’06g BBH, President kkivligh@jhsph.edu

The Biobehavioral Health Affiliate Program Group (BBH APG) wishes to reintroduce itself to BBH alumni, faculty, and students. The main role of the group is to provide BBH alumni with an opportunity to connect with the department, current students, and each other. The APG attempts to achieve these goals through four main areas of focus: mentoring, awards, communications, and social activities. Planned activities for the coming year include an Alumni Career Day for undergraduate students. Alumni will share their career paths with current students in an effort to help them answer the question: “What careers can be pursued with a degree in BBH?” A newsletter and updated Web site to facilitate communications with alumni are also in the works.

Membership in the group is automatic for all alumni upon graduation. Current APG board members include Katie Kivlighan (President), Andrew Strasser (Past President), Claire Kang (Vice President), Beth Mattern, Helen Kamens, Elizabeth Donaldson, Michelle Gandhi, Kimberly Henry, Jeffrey Marguin, and Christine Karshin. Suggestions are always welcome. Feel free to contact us at bbh.apg@gmail.com with any comments or if you would like to volunteer your time and talent.

Communication Sciences and Disorders Affiliate Program Group
Suzanne Mellott ’99 ’01g, CM DIS, President sbmellott@yahoo.com

The Communication Sciences and Disorders Affiliate Program Group (CSD APG) is a means for alumni to stay connected with the CSD department. We focus on four areas: Mentoring, Awards, Communications, and Social and professional activities (MACS). These four areas guide our activities and initiatives throughout the year.

Mentoring

Our second “Alumni in the Classroom” event was held from October 22-26, 2007. The students and professors warmly welcomed us for guest lectures related to work settings and experiences. Alumni were invited to speak at a National Student Speech-Language-Hearing Association (NSSLHA) meeting to share unique perspectives on our profession. Attorney Sarah Dragotta ’76 spoke about the application of her speech pathology background to her current educational law practice. The feedback from the students was very positive and appreciative.

Awards

Each year, the APG nominates CSD alumni for at least one of the several College of Health and Human Development awards. We encourage you to nominate individuals who are worthy of recognition for their distinctive contributions to the field. Visit the awards Web site for more information: www.hhdev.psu.edu/alumni/awards.

Communications

The APG launched an email series that is sent to CSD students. Hot topics include graduate school decision making and SLP/A work settings. We continually search for new topics and authors. Email topics have included the decision to stay at Penn State for graduate school, a day in the life of a rehab SLP, and the abstract of an alumna’s research. Do you have a topic you’d like to contribute?

Social/Professional

Many alumni joined us for the Penn State Alumni Reception co-sponsored with the CSD department at the PSHA Convention last March. New connections were made and old friendships rekindled.

We hope you’ll take advantage of opportunities to get involved in the APG this year. Come back to Penn State and search for the CSD APG brick on the Alumni Walk at the Hintz Family Alumni Center. Tour the newly-renovated Speech and Hearing Clinic in the Donald H. Ford Building. Speak to a class during our 2008 Alumni in the Classroom days. We realize that not everyone can participate in person and welcome monetary contributions as well. Remember to visit our Web site, www.hhdev.psu.edu/alumni/apg/csd to stay informed and in touch.

Health Policy and Administration Affiliate Program Group
Alyson Rosenfeld ’03 HPA, President alyson_jill@yahoo.com

The Health Policy and Administration Affiliate Program Group (HPA APG) is proud to announce that we successfully organized our First Annual “Professionals in the Classroom” event in October 2007. Ten HPA alumni gave presentations in 300- and 400-level HPA classes and were then invited to a reception during a HPA Club meeting. HPA students felt this program was beneficial as they are actively in the internship and job search process and were able to learn about various career path options. The alumni who volunteered their time enjoyed the opportunity to give back to our department and were thrilled to see the wonderful changes being made throughout the Penn State campus. We plan on continuing this program and invite alumni to participate. Alumni who are interested in participating in thefall Professionals in the Classroom event should contact Alyson Rosenfeld, APG president, at alyson_jill@yahoo.com.

Visit www.hhdev.psu.edu/hpa/alumni/hpa_apg.html for more information and to find other ways to give back to the HPA department. You can also share your news and accomplishments, or indicate your interest in participating in our programs and activities.

Human Development and Family Studies Affiliate Program Group

The APG is currently inactive, but plans to resume programming soon. Alumni interested in getting involved in the APG should contact Abby Diehl, director of alumni relations, at abbyd@psu.edu.

Kinesiology Affiliate Program Group
Sheri Parker ’91 EX SCI, President sheriblair@psualum.com

The Kinesiology Affiliate Program Group (KINES APG) is proud to announce the first ever Kinesiology APG Outstanding Senior in Kinesiology Award. The award will be given to a graduating senior majoring in any Kinesiology option who is scheduled to graduate in May, August or December of any given calendar year. The criteria include demonstration of exemplary leadership in the College of Health and Human Development and/or the University and having shown exemplary service to the community through the promotion of healthy living, fitness, and wellness. For more information on the criteria for the award please visit our Web site, www.hhdev.psu.edu/alumni/apg/kines.

Do you want to connect with old friends and col-
leagues? The Kinesiology APG and the Department of Kinesiology co-sponsor social gatherings at various local and national meetings. Plans are underway for a gathering of alumni, faculty, and students at ACSM's National Meeting, which will take place in Indianapolis from May 28 to 31.

While you are enjoying the signs of spring, please fast forward in your mind to those wonderful fall days at “dear old state.” If you want to relive those memories, consider volunteering for our annual Alumni Roundtable event, which is held every November. Each semester, Kinesiology undergraduate students gather to ask questions and learn of the trials and tribulations of a Kinesiology degree and life after Penn State. More importantly, conversations center on how to leverage a Penn State education and experience into a professional career.

If you have suggestions for an event or want more information on upcoming or past events, please visit our Web site: www.hhdev.psu.edu/alumni/apg/kines/events.html.

We are continuing to grow and welcome all members! The diversity of career fields represented by Kinesiology alumni are an asset but also a challenge. No matter what your current career (physical education, exercise science, athletic training, physical therapy, kinesiology, or outside of the field) or your degree (B.S., M.S., Ph.D.) we are interested in what you are doing and how we can tap into your expertise or interest. Please take the opportunity to fill out our online “Get Involved” form at www.hhdev.psu.edu/alumni/apg/kines/getinvolved.html.

**Nursing Alumni Society**

Kathleen Fletcher ’71 NURS, President
krf8d@virginia.edu

As president of the Nursing Affiliate Program Group (APG), I am most appreciative to have the opportunity to work closely with the other nine APG presidents in the college and the twenty-three appointed College of Health and Human Development board members during our biannual board meeting. Nursing is well represented on the board – in addition to myself, there are three nursing alumni who have appointments on this board (Jessica Kridler ’04, Karen Macauley ’87, and Jennifer Sprankle ’92). The Nursing APG has an excellent working relationship with Dr. Paula Milone-Nuzzo, the director of the School of Nursing; she joins us on our monthly conference calls, during which we generate ideas about continued collaborations between the school of nursing and nursing alumni and how to engage current students and alumni from the ten Penn State campuses that have Nursing programs.

The Nursing APG board has remained actively engaged in representing the 8,500 nursing alumni. We have continued to use the MACS framework (Mentoring, Awards, Communications, and Social/Professional Activities) to guide our work, which is accomplished through these monthly conference calls, ongoing committee work, and the occasional opportunity to get together face to face. The fall career workshop is at University Park for senior nursing students and we recently just had a very successful spring career workshop, which targeted junior nursing students in Hershey, on March 25, 2008. The theme was practice, professionalism, and pearls of wisdom, and the event was well attended by both students and alumni. It was here that we presented the Shirley Novosel nursing alumni awards to Nancy Pike and Linda Siminerio and the students heard sage advice from these amazing women. We are developing plans to provide mentorship to graduate nursing students.

Communicating with alumni remains both a high priority and a challenge. We want to assure that we are using the appropriate vehicles for communications and so we are developing a survey to ask alumni what vehicles work best for them.

Finally, we continue to enjoy the many social or professional gatherings. Alumni interact with students at Homecoming and Commencement and the board is actively exploring ideas for professional and scholarly ways to engage alumni as well. The first Nursing Research Institute sponsored by the School of Nursing is being held in September in State College and alumni are invited and encouraged to attend. Visit the Institute’s Web site at www.outreach.psu.edu/programs/nursing-science/ for more information.

**Nutrition and Dietetics Affiliate Program Group**

Amy Mackey ’97g NUTRIN, President
mackey.NDAS@gmail.com

Did you know that just by graduating from the Penn State Department of Nutritional Sciences, you are automatically a member of the Nutrition and Dietetics Alumni Society (NDAS)? We welcome all alumni to participate in our affiliate program group. Please take a few minutes to visit our Web site (www.hhdev.psu.edu/alumni/apg/ndas) to see what we have been up to. You will find that NDAS is committed to building and maintaining relationships among students, faculty, and alumni.

NDAS enjoyed a busy 2007 and is in the midst of a busy 2008. We welcomed four new board members, Chris Lewis Taylor, Barbara Winters, Jo- creeen Stocker, and Domingo Pinero. We recognized some of the best from Nutritional Sciences including Samantha Moro (John E. Smith Outstanding Senior in Nutrition), Ida LaQuatra (Outstanding Nutrition Alumni Award), and Jodi Stotts (graduate student travel award). Similarly, the College of Health and Human Development presented the Alumni Recognition Award to our own Scott Smith ’90g, senior nutritionist and manager for nutritional biochemistry at NASA. During his visit to campus, Dr. Smith generously spent time in the classroom, inspiring students to become astronauts or scientists who help nourish them. We hope NDAS members continue this example of sharing their experiences with students in the classroom and at mentoring events. Do you have some good career advice or guidance for students? If so, please send us an email.

NDAS sponsored professional meeting receptions in Washington, Philadelphia, and San Diego; photos from these receptions are posted on our Web site. On March 29, we hosted our annual mentoring luncheon, where we presented Dr. Sara Parks with an honorary membership in NDAS. The luncheon also included remarks from Dr. Domingo Pinero ’98g, clinical assistant professor at New York University; and Dr. Gordon Jensen, professor and head of the Penn State Department of Nutritional Sciences.

We would also love to hear from you! Visit our Web site and click on Tell Us Your News to complete the online submission form. As always, we thank you and hope to see you!

**Penn State Hotel & Restaurant Society**

Debbie Ulrich ’77 FS HA, President
Ulrich.Debbie@centralpa.sysco.com

Penn State Hotel and Restaurant Society held its Winter Board Meeting at the Nittany Lion Inn in February. Over fifty alumni attended the meeting and planned for the future. One of the highlights of the meeting was the announcement of a refreshed PSHRS Web site that will provide new benefits to members such as career boards, an alumni directory, and online dues payment.

The board meeting was held in conjunction with the College of Health and Human Development’s Alumni Mentoring program dinner and work-
PSHRS is extremely pleased to announce it has completed and fully funded an endowment named “The Penn State Hotel & Restaurant Society Endowment for Pre-Professional Leadership and Hospitality Industry Experiences.” The initial principal of this fund, $250,000, will serve the needs of current and future students for generations to come. The purpose of the endowment is to enrich the College of Health and Human Development by providing monies to support individual student pre-professional leadership and hospitality industry experiences by facilitating their participation in key industry events and activities.

PSHRS and the School of Hospitality Management are holding a number of alumni mixers in cities around the country. Events have already been held in Harrisburg, Philadelphia, Washington, DC, and New York, NY, and will be held soon in Chicago, Pittsburgh, and Atlanta. In the fall we head to Orlando and beyond! The turnouts so far have been great and PSHRS gives sincere thanks to all alumni who have attended—especially those who sponsored an event. PSHRS is always looking for venues to showcase the quality managers that have graduated from the school.

Activities planned for the coming months include: The Benefield Bash (July, University Park), Alumni in the Classroom (October, University Park), Alumni Awards Reception (October, University Park), PSHRS Hospitality Executive of the Year Award Reception and Dinner (New York, NY). Contact Angelita Johnson, event coordinator at akb13@psu.edu or 814-865-1854 or Paul Howard, director of hospitality industry relations at paulhoward@psu.edu or 814-865-6728 for information on these events.

Professional Golf Management Affiliate Program Group
Brad Alexander ’00 R P M, President
brad.alexander@lgca.com

The PGM Student Society hosted the 7th Annual Alumni Panel Discussion on December 5, 2007. We would like to thank the following alumni for participating and sharing their experiences and advice on topics including trends in the industry, internships, interviewing skills, networking, and life after college.

Daniel Benzenberg ’06 R P M, Director of Instruction – GolfTec
Keith Bless ’99 R P M, PGA Golf Professional – Dick’s Sporting Goods
Adam Boland ’01 R P M, Account Representative – Fairway & Greene, Ltd./Zero Restriction Outerwear
Jon Boland ’99 R P M, Account Representative – Fairway & Greene, Ltd./Zero Restriction Outerwear
Joe Hughes ’99 R P M, General Manager – Penn State Golf Courses
Mark Lammi ’99 R P M, MP, Director of Golf – Reynolds Plantation
Hans Larson ’97 R P M, Head Golf Professional – Westmoreland Country Club
Jason Marciniec ’04 R P M, Assistant Golf Professional – Oakmont Country Club
Jon Schoenfeld ’05 R P M, Head Golf Professional – Ford’s Colony Country Club
Nolan Sather ’02 R P M, Director of Instruction – Motion Golf
Kevin West ’99 R P M, Director of Golf – Kings Creek Country Club

The APG hosted a reception at the PGA Merchandise Show and Convention on Friday, January 18. More than forty-five alumni and sixty-five students attended the reception.

In addition to the reception, PGM alumni gathered at the annual PGA Show and Convention, January 17-19, 2008. More than ninety PGM alumni stopped by the Penn State booth to say “hello.” The PGA Show and Convention brings together more than 45,000 golf industry leaders, retailing experts, top educators, and golf organizations annually to discuss industry trends and attend educational programs designed to improve their business, careers and growth of the game.

Christopher Cain ’99 received the 2007 PGM Alumni “Pride of Lions” Award. The award, created by the APG, recognizes an outstanding PGM alumnus or alumna who has demonstrated professional excellence in the golf industry.

The following alumni were guest speakers in classes on-campus:

November 7 – Jason Waters ’00 R P M, PGM Head Professional, Hop Meadow Country Club, Simsbury, CT
November 13 & 14 – Dan Benzenberg ’06 R P M, PGM and Tom Howard ’00 PGM Teaching Professionals with GolfTEC
February 14 – TJ Bradley ’07 R P M, PGM Assistant Professional, Wee Burn Country Club, Darien, CT

In only their third year involved with THON, the PGM Student Society raised over $7,000 for the Four Diamonds Fund at Hershey Medical Center. Mark Chianese and John Ebmeyer represented the program as dancers for the forty-six hours. Thank you to all the alumni who donated to THON. We are very proud of the student society’s effort and we look forward to many more years of being associated with THON and its activities.

Recreation, Park and Tourism Management Affiliate Program Group
Angela Andiorio ’03 R P M, President
ala158@psualum.com

The Recreation, Park and Tourism Management APG continues to buzz with activity. The APG board holds monthly conference calls and also includes a faculty liaison and the RPTM Student Society president in order to keep the lines of communication open among alumni, students, and faculty.

The APG has made great strides in terms of honoring outstanding RPTM alumni. This year we created our very own award: the “Deborah Kerstetter Outstanding Alumni Award.” Information about this award can be found at www.hhdev.psu.edu/alumni/apg/rptm/awards.html. The award is presented by the RPTM APG annually at our Recognition Banquet.

The APG played a role in alumni receptions at the 2006 and 2007 NRPA conferences in Seattle and Indianapolis. This was a great opportunity to keep connected with alumni, students, and faculty in the field and have fun at a social event!

The APG recently participated in the RPTM department’s “Super Weekend,” which brought together alumni, faculty, and students for several events. We hosted a “Speed Networking” event that connected alumni “experts” in the field with current RPTM students. Other events during the weekend included the Mentoring Brunch, Recognition Banquet, and our APG General Board Meeting. The weekend was a great success.

The APG and department are committed to keeping in touch with alumni. The APG now works with the department to produce an annual newsletter. Another way to stay connected is through our Web site, www.hhdev.psu.edu/alumni/apg/rptm. We would love to hear from you, so please view our Web site, look out for the newsletter, and drop us a line anytime to let us know what you have been doing!

If you would like to get in touch with me or become more involved, send an email to ala158@psualum.com.
Dear Friends,

It's great fun to thank so many special friends and alumni who have generously shared their financial resources with the College of Health and Human Development.

In the following pages are the names of contributors who demonstrate that philanthropy is a leadership activity at every level. Making a gift to support the timeless missions of our College is a perfect example of making a difference as well as assisting efforts that will improve the quality of human life!

This Honor Roll recognizes those who have provided specific levels of giving during the 2006-07 fiscal year. Gifts of service, time, and talent from our alumni and friends are unique examples of their respect and enthusiasm for HHD. We are grateful to each donor who has made a financial gift at any level and invested in our College.

The University’s new fundraising effort, For the Future: The Campaign for Penn State Students, is but one example of limitless opportunities where you may choose to get involved—or stay involved. You will find our College very ready to welcome your interests and always appreciative of your support.

Happily, many people have already experienced the personal joy and satisfaction of knowing that they have helped to move HHD forward, that they have truly made a difference in someone’s life, have supported a student, a faculty member, or a life-changing program. I hope you continue to enjoy this feeling and be proud of all that you have helped to accomplish.

Your financial support has assisted HHD in bringing new ideas to countless individuals around the world via our College’s mission of teaching, research and service. With your help and participation, these areas will continue to be developed and expanded.

The creative ways each of you have expressed your love and loyalty for our College and the University are greatly appreciated.

For the glory,

Helen Hintz ’60 H EC
Chair, HHD Development Council
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H. Jesse and Carolyn Block Arnelle
Janet Atwood
Edward R. and Elizabeth Welesko Book
Edward R. and Inga Scheyer Book
James S. and Suzanne W. Broadhurst
Gary J. and Joanne F. Budge
* Dora E. Colver
Ann C. Cruiter and William Tolan
Robert L. Elmore
Karl R. and Diane Wendle Fink
Donald H. and Carol Clark Ford
Edward A. and Charlene A. Friedman
Karen W. Campbell
Gary D. and Nancy K. Condon
Loren N. and Maggie Crispell
Terry Etherton and Penny M. Kris-Etherton
Alan S. and Polly Fitz
Mary Vinson Fowler
Jeanne M. Frensky
Gail E. Gates
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John P. and Elizabeth Lindsay Surma
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Thomas W. and Jane Mason Tewsbury
* Glenn E. Thomson
Priscilla W. Wheelock
Ruth Coates Wodock
Kenneth J. and Mary D. Young

* deceased
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Gary D. and Nancy K. Condon
Loren N. and Maggie Crispell
Terry Etherton and Penny M. Kris-Etherton
Alan S. and Polly Fitz
Mary Vinson Fowler
Jeanne M. Frensky
Gail E. Gates
Donald E. and Martha Worthington Harris
Jay Denis and Judy Norris Himes
Joseph B. and Gloria Irvin Humphreys
Grace E. Keen
Anthony R. Kerlavage and Barbara L. Harner
Aileen Holz Konhauser
R. Scott and Janet S. Kretchmar
Mary Ann Ladd
Gail E. Latimer
Charles I. and Julia Skelchlock Lobel
Karen Rake Macauley
Philip E. and Rose Layden Martin
Joseph Nuzzo and Paula F. Milone-Nuzzo
Marilyn Mitchell
Linda MacDonough Morrow
Marie S. Moser
Kenneth J. and Jennifer Wilson Newell
Clarence L. and Florence Teresinski Ownes
George W. Pedlow
David J. and Karen Bretherick Peetz
Ruth L. Pike
Robert E. Mickley and Jean W. Priem-Mickley
Millie J. Ragosta
Gregg M. and Linda Ade Ridder
John R. and Bonnie Moore Rinaldi
Thomas H. and Virginia Buxton Rogers
Alex F. and A. Catharine Ross
Leo P. Russell
William and Catherine Barnett Rzasa
John T. and Linda H. Schakenbach
Patricia A. Schriver
Jack C. and Barbara Miles Shannon
Jane Sherman
Richard S. and Patricia A. Shields
Leo H. and Jean P. Skelchlock
Glenn T. Spanier
William R. and Mary Ann E. Spieth
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Raymond and Andrea Coward
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Scott D. and Claudia L. Cunningham
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Dianne A. DeFusco
Barry L. and Marlynn Wilson Donaldson
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Gordon G. and Miriam Olander Fee
Bernard and Grace Evans Fried
Nancy A. Gendimenico
Paul D. and Michele Stoerrle Geraghty
Susan Zeidman Goeresko
Mark Greenberg and Christa Turksma
Stephen Habash
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Henry Howard
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William A. and Bonnell Gustafson Irvin
Craig A. and Cindy Schneider Jackman
Earl W. and Donna Johnson
Mark D. and Rachel Kline Johnson
Karen V. Jones
Robert S. and M. Katherine Bryan Jones
Scott S. and Gail Donnelly Kingsley
David M. and Rita Pilacinski Kiser
* Camille J. Kulinski
Thomas J. and Maribeth McAllister Lane
Walter R. and Joanne Snyder Leiss
Richard M. and Jacqueline V. Lerner
Thomas and Lois E. Marchetto
David W. and Valerie R. McClung
J.B. and Kathy Mickey McGill
Ann L. McMackin
Sayers J. and Susan Stocco Miller
Russell A. and Lizabeth Self Mullens
Sharon M. Nickols-Richardson
Sayers J. and Susan Stocco Miller
Ronald R. and Carol Reinmiller

* deceased
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Leonard R. and Connie R. Catanoso
Ronald E. and Frances P. Chamberlin
Jeanne K. Clarkn
Jean Smith Clark
Bruce R. and Diane Jimski Clemens
Hank B. and Patricia Ollkonen Clow
Andre B. and Judith A. Collins
Helen L. Collins
Martha Conklin
Malcolm and Janet S. Conner
Richard E. and Elizabeth A. Connolly
Michelle K. Conrad
Monica Q. Constantino
Fred M. and Anita N. Coombs
Richard and Loy Cope
Marian U. Barash Coppersmith
Marybelle Calhoun Corbett
Timothy and Kimberly Foster Coscia
Robert L. and Margaret Brown Costello
Marveline L. Costenbader
Cristin Czarnecki Cotten
Jessica L. Couch
Mona M. Counts
David H. and Jane Sullivan Coutts
Geraldine A. Coyle
Ben and Nancy Blecher Crago
James G. and Amy M. Craine
David A. and Judith M. Cranage
Carol Schnipper Crichtley
Thomas E. Cummings and Mary E. Lang

Elizabeth A. Cummins
Michael S. Curley
Michael J. and Stacy A. Curtis
John L. and Suzanne Similo Dale
John P. and Anne M. Dattilo
Albert J. Davis
John P. and Jeanne C. Davis
W. Marshall and Polly Moore Dawsey
Stephen A. and Betty V. Dean
John H. Debies
Mr. Gabriel J. DeLiberty
Craig R. Denegar
Edward H. Denk
Charlotte Klippel Dervish
Lisa Rider Dewees
Jason P. and Elizabeth Diaz
Michael P. DiCenzo
Rodney E. and Robin O. Dickinson
Traci L. Dickson
Larry and Linda R. Dieffenbach
Russell C. and Lois Korona Diehl
Gail R. and Linda Sanders Dieleman
Dean C. and Donna M. Dieter
Steven G. Dimitriou and Linda Aquilino
Louis and Loretta Aynardi Dinacci
John D. and Betty Jane Dittmar
Thomas L. and Muriel Joy Donlin
David V. Donnelly
Timothy and Michelle M. Donovan
Richard W. and Eleanor K. Dorland
James W. Dougan and Mi S. Kong
James and Judith A. Doughten
Doris A. Downs
Lauren B. Doyle
Jeremy R. and Jennifer Petrucci Drane
Maureen L. Duffy
Laurie M. Dunkle
William A. Dunn and Constance R. Uphold
John and Susan Woodhead Durham
Andrea J. Dutcher
Richard and Joanne White Dzina
Aaron T. Ebata
Cynthia A. Eckert
Deborah L. Edwards
Barbara Brannan Ehrlich
Robert A. and Mary Anne Eisentrout
Terry L. and Patti A. Eisner
Ned D. and Nancy Fanale Eldridge
Gail Fromer Emig
Laura R. Enzbrenner
Hamman Erwin
Larry M. and Arlene Brady Espenshade
Mary Krepps Espeseth
Richard B. and Sheila Williams Evans
Rosalyn K. Ewan
Nicholas A. and Kerri D. Faber
Robert L. and Rhonda K. Farber

SUMMER 2008
Frank and Florene Gilbert Farnung
Theodore E. and Susan Farrand
Royal T. and Anne Farrow
John W. and Dianne L. Feerer
Carol A. Fekete
Deborah L. Feltz
Michael M. and Jami Russell Fencel
Ronald R. and Ruth E. Fenstermacher
Brian C. and Karen Clark Field
Robert M. and Carol Smith Fisher
Joanne Fishman
Michael W. and Kathleen J. Fitzgerald
Terry L. and Elizabeth Wesner Flanagan
Michael J. and Joanna Scarlata Flanagan
Donald L. and Kathleen Vana Fleming
Heather D. Fleo
Michael W. and Janet Fogg
Gerald P. and Carol Foley
W. Raymond C. and Margaret J. Ford
John V. and Jennifer L. Foster
Robert J. and Magdalene Russell Foster
Robert W. and Marjorie Gill Fouts
Paula M. Franetti
Raymond E. and Verlie A. Freeburg
Janice Sgalia-Freedland
Barry J. and Roberta Bach Freedman
Dave and Brandia J. Freiman
Suzanne L. Friedrich
Dave and Brandia J. Freiman
Suzanne L. Friedrich
Jeff Gallagher and Catherine W. Howard
Brenda L. Gates
Allen C. and Patricia Knapp Geiman
Robert C. and Patricia S. Geiss
Joan Strati George
Thomas P. and Penny P. Gesnner
James F. and Nancy Baier Gilbert
Lynne Gillespie-Riley
Erik M. Gilroy
Pamela Harmon Glasgow
Cherie A. Glenn
David G. and Anne Robertson Goehring
Norma L. Goff
John M. Golaszewski
James E. and Laurie Hazzard Gombert
George R. and Melissa A. Graboski
Sue Graff
Garth and Vera Danko Gragg
Huibert and Lynne Neri Gramp
William L. Greathouse
Michael and Kristin M. Greenstreet
Robert W. Gregory
Ruth Beiswanger Grey
Mary Ann Griffin
Joan Schearrer Griffiths
Mary Jackson Grinwis
Benjamin and Cindy Porter Grossman
Timothy W. and Diane Roschli Grove
Frederick F. and Sandra Lynn Groves
Barbara S. Gunnison
Thomas A. Gutierrez and
Diane M. Sakal-Gutierrez
John F. and Maureen Haberern
Jane G. Hagan
Casey and Linda Barto Hagen
Richard T. and Lorraine Mower Hallowell
George A. and Amy Flemming Halter
Mary K. Hamm
Richard E. Hannon
Peter G. and Annette Bowers Hanson
Nancy Meyer Harbison
Melissa A. Hardy
Brian and Heather Williams Hart
Patrick L. Hart
Harrison A. Hartman
Robert and Alysia F. Harvey
Delite Hoopes Hawk
Arthur and Patricia Murray Hawker
Marie E. Hawkins
Conrad R. and Gail Douds Headley
Daryl K. Heasley and Deborah Bray Preston
Martin L. and Gale L. Heavner
Jeffrey A. and Karen Hedges
Susan M. Hefner
Carl B. and Carol Heintz
James B. and Janis McIntee Heller
Jody D. Helms
Mary E. Heltsley
Susan M. Henschel
Mr. Elliot Herman
Winfred E. Herrmann
Timothy H. and Stephanie Herzog
Clair L. Hess
Robert H. and Edith Y. Heyser
Maryellen Imboden Hickman
Gretchen Krott Hicks
Eileen L. Hileman
Thomas R. and Beth C. Hill
A. Craig and Marnie M. Hillemeier
Lawrence and Carolyn Lucko Hoerner
Gregory A. Hoffman
William E. and Gretchen Heinze Hoffman
Jan Williamson Hoffman
Constance Belli Hoke
Deborah J. Holmes
Arthur S. and Christine Horak Holmes
Jonathan W. Hopta
Curtis L. and Tami Oesterling Horstman
Jacqueline Audree Houck
Jeremy H. and Jane E. How
Nancy K. Hultz
Matthew P. Hummer
Brian R. Hurley and Julie H. Anbender
Eugene L. Ieni
Melva E. Irvin
Susan C. Jacobus
Daniel A. and Julia A. Jaksen
Donald L. and Toni R. James
Benjamin R. and June James
Shana S. James
Florence Jaramillo
John L. Jastrzebski
Jacqueline R. Java
Susan E. Jennings
Robert A. and Betty Widger Johler
Elva Cook Johnson
Richard L. and Ardath N. Johnson
Alan L. and Barbara Greer Jones
Christopher K. and Sandra Lex Jones
Dennis M. and Cindy Thomas Jones
Heather A. Jones
Lynn A. and Janet Kern Jones
J. Robert and Janet Tritt Jones
Patricia L. Jones
Philip R. and Priscilla Schautz Jones
Robert W. Jones and
Agnes Barth Kjellman-Jones
Danielle N. Joppy
Ralf and Anne K. Jurgens
Anthony P. Jurich and Olivia P. Collins
Karl John and Georgann Cole Karantonis
Christine M. Karshin
John J. and Sally Stapinski Kashatus
Beverly Logg Katterman
Perry J. and Bernadette L. Katzenstein
Valerie L. Kaffman
John C. Kautter
Franklin L. and Mary B. Kehs
Drew W. Keith and Mary Ann Babic-Keith
Katherine E. Keller
Bridget E. Kelly
Steven and Jennifer Tashner Kelly
Mary McCullough Kelso
Kenneth L. and Eileen Kemble
Paul D. Kempinski
Douglas and Christine J. Kennedy
Paul M. Kennedy
Craig D. and M. Lynn Keyser
Gary D. and Kessey Stayer Kieselhorst
Lea Ann Kish
Katherine Dayton Kistler
Martin A. Kitagawa
Steven and Gretchen Shaffer Klein
Bradley J. and Kathy Seachrist Kline
Nancy Trout Klock
Richard M. and Mary C. Klaba
Cheryl Ann Kocay
Keith Kohatsu and Cynthia L. Reese
Anthony J. and Clarice Konstant
Kaylin A. Kopcho
Carl W. and Myla Cooper Korn
John P. and Teresa L. Kosel
William M. and Janet Brown Kott
Mark C. and Nancy Kocher Krauss
Robert D. and Gwen A. Kreidler
Donald James and Charlene Bates Krejci
Joseph F. and April L. Krovic
Thomas H. and Melinda Pierson Kryger
Anthony M. and Stephanie M. Krzywanski
Jolynn S. Kuhlman
Walter T. and Teresa D. Kuhns
John V. and E. K. Kurland
Ronald J. and Elaine Andrews Kuznar
Mark A. Lammi
Gary and Patricia Anderson LaMothe
Robert L. and Dorothy M. Landis
Frank and Sheryl Mitchell Larosa
Lee Leaphart Larson
Shirley Vient Lathrop
Grace E. Laubach
Robert E. and Barbara Howell Lauver
Robert J. and Dorothy Gill Lawyer
Keith A. and Cindy D. Leamer
Mary E. Lenker
Dorothy V. Lenz
Eric J. Leonard and
Melissa D. McCoury-Leonard
Alphonse P. and Roxanne M. Lepore
Barry C. and Susan Silverberg Lewen
Charles L. and Jane McCormick Lewis
Nancy A. Lewis
Renee Liptak
Amanda J. Livengood
Hans and Joyce Barger Loding
Jill A. Long
Ricki Vanett Longenecker
Jeanne Riebel Lord
Evelyn M. Losert
Darlene Avrell Lovasik
Kenneth B. and Carolyn Walker Lukens
George M. and Kathryn Lavrich Lynch
Jean Henry Lyons
George R. and Betty Anders Macaulay
Gary W. and Mary Schuler Mackes
Patricia Househ Mahaffey
Jerry P. and Heather L. Mahon
Diane M. Maleski
Sandra L. Malmich
David M. and Joy Darlene Mankey
August J. and Mary A. Marakovits
John V. and Melissa Baginski Markey
Lorin L. Martin
Marion Carbonara Marty
Hugh Mason and Carissa M. Lawson-Mason
Melwyn B. Mason
William R. and Jill Mc Kinney Matthews
Margaret Trump Matz
Randall A. and Christine May
Amber D. Mc Carl
Richard R. and Margaret A. Craig McClain

Robert T. and Faith Davies McClelland
Michael P. McCormick
Jeffrey A. and Barbara Clarke McCurdy
Robert L. and Brenda Sterner McDade
William R. and Terri A. McDaid
Cory A. McDonald
Heidi R. McGeady
Joseph C. and Kaffee McGill
Charles W. and Ellen Dewar McGovern
Timothy L. and Heather D. McGowan
Mark E. and Kimberly L. McGreevy
Robert K. and Maureen McGuire
Floyd S. and Christine L. McKeag
Mark and Karen Applegate McKevey
Sandra Kalbfleisch McKeon
Kenneth and Rebecca Kunkel
Jessen McKillopin
Kevin P. and Andrea Biduck McManus
John J. McMenamin
L. Lynn McNitt
Richard and Phylis Fitzinger McShane
Polly Mitten Medcalf
Wilda Quigg Meier
Michael D. and Patricia Kasprzyk Meiser
Jared S. Melzer
Sandra J. Menard
Richard J. and Wendy L. Mercier
George C. Metz
Kenneth L. Mikula
R. Clarke and Elizabeth Elser Miller
Kenneth J. and Marie B. Miller
Kimberley A. Miller
Linda L. Miller
Tracy L. Miller
Zachary E. Mills
John A. Milner and Mary Frances A. Picciano
Mark H. and Paula Mintzer
Terrence L. Mish
Sally E. Mitchell
Nicole P. Molinaro
Mary K. Mologne
Deborah C. Molrine
Clifford Scott and Erin Marie Monroe
Stephen S. and Krista Montanye
William P. and Sara Walter Moore
Mary Ann Himes Morley
Joseph H. and Judith Morozin
Lawrence A. and Cindy K. Morton
Douglas A. and Lois L. Moser
Daniel J. and Kate J. Mount
Kosta and Tracy L. Moutevelis
Jack V. Moyer
William R. and Rosemary K. Moyer
John C. and Jean Mullane
Warren H. and Claire Knisely Mummah
Janet E. Murray
John A. and Helen Murray

Don C. and Margaret Platt Myers
James R. and Eleanor Wills Myers
Gerald A. and Maria C. Neff
Chris A. and Gloria Stewart Nelson
Jordan R. and Kathleen Denker Nelson
Jack S. and Martha J. Nichols
Jerry D. and Laurie Docherty Nickell
John A. and Lisa Kehres Niggl
Jon M. Nirmberger
Dee Gottshall Nishioka
Juan M. Noble and Erlinda G. Gonzales
John R. and Anne C. Nolon
John A. and Emily Davy Norwig
Kenneth E. and Jane Igoe Notary
Carol O’Halloran
Dennis J. and Tracy O’Leary
Justine Lougee Olive
David A. Olivo
William and Karen K. Olson
Robert M. and Rosemary McGlynn Ormsby
Audrey A. Ostrowski-Gallagher
Paul F. and Lynn Verbonitz Ott
Donald and Christine Dudas Palko
Clarence M. and Helen Borton Parker
David J. and Natalie Updegrove Partridge
Katherine Velencik Patterson
R. C. Paul
Samantha A. Pavlick
Juliane M. Pease
Gale Richards Peirson
Celine Penn
David A. and Darbee Percival
Holly J. Perkins
Harold C. and Deborah Roy Perlick
Julie Beck Persico
Helen Randolph Peterman
Jay and Joyce Gee Peters
Thomas J. and Mary Anne Ambler Peters
Konstantine G. and Barbara Rhoads Petrakis
Tamara M. Pföhl
Stephen M. and Barbara Kerney Phelan
Anna M. Pianko
Glenn M. Piccirillo
Howard Andrew and Christina Fetter Pilot
John and Charlene Mobilia Piper
Walter J. and Judith K. Pittke
Marianina Sisca Pletcher
Karen Pollock
Elizabeth Powers
William A. and Carolyn Kaufman Price
Robert W. and Joanne M. Priem
Edward A. Psioda
John F. and Maria Amice Purcell
James W. and Barbara Grindel Purdum
Scott K. and Terry A. Purnell
Elizabeth A. Quigley
James F. and Jean A. Quigley

* deceased
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Hugh G. and Janet E. Walsh
Scott G. and Jennifer E. Kent-Walsh
Kenny and Judith Riley Walters
Todd A. and Teresa Walther
Anne L. Wambold
Douglas G. and Carol Wardle
Stephen R. and Diane Zanchetta
Merian McCartney Waters
William H. and Margaret E. Weaver
James and Evelyn Pavlosky Weber
Judy Holler Weber
Meredith A. Weber
Erik Weidenboerner and Jackie M. Davie
Susan E. Weidman
Kathleen Gasche Weiner
Norman P. and Sheila Allison Weinstock
Patricia A. Evert Welsh
Erik M. Wentz
David P. West
Edward J. White and Sheri B. Parker
Marissa P. White
Leslie and Constance Sauer Wiletzky
James and Dorothea Koldys Wilfong
Carl F. and Winifred Pyle Wilhelm
G. B. and Jennifer R. Wilkes
Todd C. Wilkins
David C. and Polly Stephens Will
Chloe Williams
Thomas C. Williams
Walter C. and Betsy Williams
Lawrence G. Williamson
James F. and Elise P. Wilson
John D. and Amy M. Wilsterman
Henry E. and Barbara King Windish
Allison L. Winter
Karen Fedore Winter
Robert L. and Barbara Alrich Winters
Joseph S. Wise
Patricia Wisniewski
Emmett A. and Betty Lutz Witmer
Michael J. and Donna Matejk Wixted
Brent A. Wohlers
Mary L. Wolk
Michael T. and Kathleen A. Woll
Michele D. Wood
Joyce Davis Woods
Connie L. Wright
Pamela L. Wrisley
Larry J. and Gail Ann Wygant
Katherine E. Yanick
Brenton M. and Careen M. Yarnal
Sharon I. Yerkes
William H. and Nancy Worthington Yerkes
Stephen P. and Elizabeth Smalley Young
Shelly A. Yusko
John A. and Maureen Zabatta
Richard J. and Marilyn Perkins Zanchetta

* deceased

Dennis F. and Janis Kramer Zane
David R. and Susan Strohl Zangrilli
Steven H. and Judy M. Zarr
Jeanne Kane Zayakowski
Donna J. Zaworsky
Kirby D. and Laurie E. Zeger
Robert A. and Barbara Johnston Zeichner
Joan H. Zeidman
William C. and Mary Kennedy Zierke
Edward J. and Lynn Fromnelt Zmija
Michael D. and Gail Harner Znachko
William and Georgia A. Zwartjes
Daniel P. and Erica L. Zwilling

Associations
American Heart Association
American Psychological Association
California Pistachio Commission
California Raisin Marketing Board
California Walnut Commission
Centre County Family and Consumer Sciences
Centre County Medical Society
Dairy Council Middle Atlantic
East Tennessee State University
Freedom From Fear
Friends of Catherine Mark
Friends of Womens Leadership Initiative
Gatorade Sports Science Institute
Healthcare Executives’ Forum
Hospitality Financial and Technology Professionals
International Food Policy Research Institute
International Food Information Council
Kappa Omicron Nu
Les Clefs d’Or USA, Ltd.
Lycoming-Clinton Counties Commission for Community Action
Merck Partnership for Giving
National Athletic Trainers Association
National Cattlemen’s Beef Association
Penn State Hotel and Restaurant Society
Pulse Canada
Sigma Theta Tau, Inc.
Society for Nutrition Education
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans
United Way of Centre County
United Way of New York City
United Way of York County
University of Adelaide
University of Pittsburgh, Office of Research
Warren House Group at Dartington

Corporations
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Applerla Corporation
ARAMARK Corporation
Bank of New York
Barnegat Animal Clinic LLC
Black & Decker Corporation
Caboose Grille, Inc.
Cargill, Inc.
Center for Health Care Strategies, Inc.
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Children’s Memorial Hospital
Citrix Systems, Inc.
Conopco, Inc.
Cristin Cotten Design
Dairy Management, Inc.
Devine Tarbell & Associates, Inc.
Eat’n Park Hospitality Group, Inc.
Ecolab, Inc.
ExxonMobil Corporation
Fulton Financial Corporation
GE Fund
Gelita AG
Gilbert Fundraising Specialties
GMRI, Inc.
Health Enterprises, Inc.
Horizon Blue Cross/Blue Shield of New Jersey
Integrated Benefits Institute
Intercontinental Hotels Group
iWave, Inc.
Jornee Unlimited, Inc.
Keystone Research Corporation
Kraft Foods USA
Lewistown Hospital
Marriott International, Inc.
Masterpiece Cookie Dough
Mellon Financial Corporation
Metz and Associates
MICROS Systems, Inc.
Mine Safety Appliance Company
Mount Nittany Medical Center
National Fisheries Institute
Nemacolin Woodlands Resort & Spa
Nestle Food Company
PMA Capital
Preferred Real Estate Investments, Inc.
Quaker Oats Company
Rising Multimedia Inc.
RJK-ASID, Inc.
Sanofi-Aventis
SFS of Hampton Roads
Sheetz, Inc.
Sodexho, Inc.
SPI Polylols, Inc.
Springer Publishing Co., LLC
Starwood Foundation, Inc.
Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc.
Super Bakery, Inc.
Sysco Food Services of Central PA, LLC
Sysco Hampton Roads
The Hershey Company
Unilever Food & Health Research Institute
Venture Publishing Inc.

1341 South Atherton Account
**Foundations & Trusts**

Agilent Technologies Foundation
Alcoa Foundation
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
American College of Sports Medicine Foundation
Atlantic Philanthropies
Ayco Charitable Foundation
BP Foundation, Inc.
Banfi Vintners Foundation
California HealthCare Foundation
Columbus Foundation
Deluxe Corporation Foundation
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation
Ellison Medical Foundation
ExxonMobil Foundation
Fidelity Investments Charitable Gift Fund Foundation for Enhancing Communities
H.J. Heinz Company Foundation
John A. Hartford Foundation
John and Doris Sapia Trust
Kimberly-Clark Foundation, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Scholarship Foundation
Merrill Lynch & Co. Foundation, Inc.
Pennsylvania Higher Education Foundation
Pfizer Foundation, Inc.
PricewaterhouseCoopers Foundation
Principal Financial Group Foundation, Inc.
Procter & Gamble Fund
Professional Golfers’ Association Foundation
Prudential Foundation
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Sara Lee Foundation
Tenet Healthcare Foundation
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Verizon Foundation
Wachovia Foundation
Welbilt Corporation Foundation
William T. Grant Foundation
W. K. Kellogg Foundation

**Endowed Funds**

Academic Achievement Scholarship
Martha A. Adams Endowment for the Undergraduate Advising Center
Martha A. Adams Endowment for the Kinesiology Undergraduate Advising Center
Alumni Board Honors Scholarship
Alumni Board Life Promise Award
Alumni Society Excellence in Teaching Award
Marvin Ashner Scholarship
Athletic Training Education Endowment
Janet Atwood Honors Scholarship
Ruth W. Ayres-Givens Scholarship
Christopher Warren Barnes Endowment

Herbert A. and Jean V. Barron International Scholars Fund
Richard A. and Elinor Vinson Benefiel Endowment
Bennett Endowment for Children and Adolescents
Bennett Playground Endowment
Edna P. Bennett Chair in Prevention Research
Edward R. and Inga S. Book Professional Development Endowment
Augie Boyd Golf Scholarship
L. Edwin and Edith J. Brown Nittany Lion Inn Scholarship Endowment Fund
Joseph R. Cardenuto Memorial Award
Center for Travel and Tourism Research Resource Room Endowment
Edith Pitt Chace Award
Communication Disorders Award
Walter J. Conti Professorship
Donald M. and Virginia Miller Cook Scholarship
Donald M. and Virginia Miller Cook Teaching Endowment
Anita N. and Fred M. Coombs Scholarship
Fred M. Coombs Scholarship
Sara H. Cree Endowment for Teaching Excellence
Kevin and Pamela Nicholson Dadey Memorial Scholarship
Dante’s Restaurants, Inc. Scholarship
Darden Restaurants Hospitality Student Leadership Initiative
Darden Restaurants Scholarship
Dr. Joseph Davis Fund for the Encouragement of Innovative Research
Margaret C. Decker Scholarship
Frances DiGeso Women’s Leadership Award
Elouise Ross Ebery Professorship
Dr. Jerry Elliott Recreation and Parks Student Enhancement Fund
Emerging Faculty Development Fund
Maria Schjerbech Evans Trustee Matching Scholarship
Faculty and Staff Enhancement Endowment
Karl R. and Diane Wendle Fink Endowment
Carol Clark Ford Staff Achievement Awards
Donald H. Ford Doctoral Student Professional Development Endowment
Nancy S. Gamble and Glenn W. Gamble Scholarship
General Federation of Women’s Clubs Pennsylvania Scholarship
Graduate Student Research Endowment
Grimes-Nicholson Technology Award
Laurie M. Gunter Research Fund
Guthrie Honors Scholarship
Helen A. Guthrie Chair

Marie Haidt Scholarship
Dorothy V. Harris Lecture Series
Franco Harris Scholarship
Grace M. Henderson Graduate Scholarship
Hershey Company Endowment
Ann Atherton Hertzler Faculty Development Endowment
Edward R. and Helen Skade Hintz Graduate Educational Enhancement Fellowships
Edward R. and Helen Skade Hintz Trustee Scholarship
Helen Skade Hintz Biobehavioral Health Scholarship
Genevieve P. Ho Award
Jeffrey L. Hockersmith Trustee Scholarship
Francis Hoffman Award for Excellence in Writing
Hospitality Management International Travel Endowment
Hoss’s Steak and Sea House Scholarship
Dorothy Foehr Huck Chair
J. Lloyd and Dorothy Foehr Huck Trustee Scholarship
Alfred F. Hull Memorial Award Fund
Human Development and Family Studies and Biobehavioral Health Doctoral Student Professional Development Endowment
Joe Humphreys Student Angling Fund
Edith M., Marion E., and Ralph E. Johnson Memorial Award
Allan G. Kelley Memorial Scholarship
Kinesiology Scholarship
Drs. Albert and Lorraine Kligman Graduate Fellowship Endowment
Mark A. and Kathryn Snyder Klins Scholarship
Sol Kramer Lecture Series
Mary Elizabeth Layden Endowed Scholarship
Eugene W. and Lucy Kemmerer Lederer Memorial Scholarship
Woot-Tsuen Wu Leung Scholarship
David W. Ling Faculty Excellence Endowment
Ira M. Lubert Award
Herberta M. Lundegraden Graduate Scholarship in Leisure Studies
Nancy Bortz MacHlan Memorial Prize
Mary Anna Mangino Community Service Endowment
Marriott Professorship in Lodging Operations
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne E. Mason Honors Scholarship
M.C. “Matty” and A. Laura Mateer Faculty Development Fund
Valare Nork Matlavage Memorial Scholarship
Margaret A. and Stanley P. Mayers Memorial Scholarship
Stanley P. Mayers Health Policy and Administration Excellence Endowment
HOW TO MAKE A GIFT

The type of gift you wish to make — cash, securities, property, works of art — will determine the techniques and the special tax and financial benefits available to you.

An outright gift of cash or other assets will generate an immediate income tax charitable deduction. Penn State can put this kind of gift to work quickly in support of the programs of your choice. If you have assets that you would like to give but depend on for income, then you may prefer to make a deferred gift. Several deferred gift plans allow you to make your commitment while providing income for yourself and others.

Endowments blend a donor’s vision with the College’s needs and objectives and typically bear the name of the donor or donor’s loved one.

Maggie Crispell, director of development, and Robert Crusciel, director of major gifts, will work closely and confidentially with you and your financial advisers to ensure your gift achieves your individual goals and expresses your personal vision.

Contacts:
Maggie Crispell
Director of Development
814-865-1064
mac1@psu.edu
Robert Crusciel
Director of Major Gifts
814-863-4157
rjc32@psu.edu

Virginia L. Mayers Memorial Scholarship
Joseph and Maura McCann Optimum
Hotel Brokerage Hospitality Management Trustee Scholarship
Miles Family Scholarship
Miles Family Scholarship in Honor of Edward and Mary Macko
Sayers J. “Bud” Miller, Jr. Memorial Award
Mills Family Scholarship
Jonathan and Judy Mills Trustee Scholarship
Mincemoyer Egan Endowed Scholarship
William and Kathy Misunas Faculty Excellence Endowment
Mary Barret Morrow Scholarship
Dr. Thomas M. Nardozzo Community Service Endowment Fund
Noll Laboratory Endowment
Noll Physiological Research Center Endowment
Marie Underhill Noll Chair in Human Performance
Marie Underhill Noll Endowment
Robert T. Olver Memorial Scholarship
Sara C. Parks Endowment for Student Leadership Development
Sara C. Parks Scholarship
Evan G. and Helen G. Pattishall Outstanding Research Achievement Award
Evan G. and Helen G. Pattishall Research Endowment
Maryann Peins Graduate Scholarship
Maryann Peins Memorial Scholarship
Penn State Hotel and Restaurant Society Endowment
Petersen Society Honors Scholarship
Alice Gordon Peterson Trustee Scholarship
Ruth L. Pike Lecture Series
Ruth L. Pike Scholarship in Basic Nutrition Science
Priem Family Honors Scholarship
Doris M. Quarles Enhancement Fund in the School of Nursing
Diane Moon Robinson Endowment in the School of Nursing
Rumpelstielzchen Student Endowment
Pauline Schmitt Russell Distinguished Research Career Award
Ernest F. and Kay Franz Salvino “Discovery” Scholarship
Evelyn R. Saubel Faculty Award
Raymond E. and Erin S. Schultz Dean’s Chair
Raymond E. and Erin Stuart Schultz Endowment
Raymond E. Schultz Faculty Development Endowment
Barbara Shannon Honors Scholarship
Jean Phillips Shibley Memorial Health Education Scholarship
Jean Phillips Shibley Professorship
Stephen B. and Wendy Morris Siegel Advising Center Endowment
Louis E. and Patricia Harvey Silvi Scholarship
Joseph and Concepcion Skelchock Family Scholarship
Isabel B. Smith Home Economics Honors Scholarship
William F. and Constance B. Snyder Scholarship
Fran Soistman Trustee Scholarship
Fran and Holly Soistman Faculty Development Endowment
Sara H. and Thomas F. Songer II Nursing Endowment
Ellen M. Stuart Memorial Award
Student and Faculty Enhancement Endowment
Student Enhancement and Mentoring Fund
Student Professional Development Endowment
Edward A. Sulkowski Athletic Training Scholarship
Mary Boyle Weaver and Rebecca Boyle Sutherland Scholarship Fund
Suzann Andrews Tedesco Award
Ruth Stevens Tewksbury Honors Scholarship
Thomas W. and Jane Mason Tewksbury Endowment for Teaching Excellence
Thomas W. and Jane Mason Tewksbury Diversity Honors Scholarships
Thomas W. and Jane Mason Tewksbury Honors Scholarships
Thomas W. and Jane Mason Tewksbury Trustee Scholarship
Latif B. and Martha Thomas Scholarship
Trustee Scholarship Fund
Jean Stewart Vallance Lectures in Nursing Innovation Endowment
Lillian VanDyke Scholarship
Jimmy Warfield Memorial Athletic Training Scholarship
George and Dorothy Washko Scholarship
Karen Louise Weber Scholarship
Delpha E. Wiesendanger Memorial Scholarship
Janet A. Williamson Graduate Award
Francis A. and Ruth C. Wodock Scholarship
Gregory H. Wolf Professorship of Health Policy and Administration
Joachim Wohlwill Endowment in Individual and Family Studies
Ken and Mary Young Trustee Scholarship
Irina and Harold Zipser Graduate Fellowship
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70’s
Wendy Schiff ’73, ’77g NUTR has authored Nutrition for Healthy Living, a college-level introductory nutrition textbook (McGraw-Hill).

Mary Ellen (Berley) Roy ’79 NURS has been the nursing program coordinator and assistant dean at Delaware County Community College in Media (Pennsylvania) since January 2005. Mary Ellen received her master’s degree in nursing education from Villanova University in 1988 and has spent her career since then focusing on continuing education for nurses and other healthcare professionals. She can be reached at nutshell@earthlink.net.

80’s
Col. Kelly Ambrosi Wolgast ’85 NURS will assume command at Evans Army Community Hospital, located in Fort Carson, Colorado, during the summer of 2007. Col. Wolgast recently returned from a tour in Afghanistan as part of Operation Enduring Freedom, where she served as the deputy commander for nursing with the 14th Combat Support Hospital in Bagram. Col. Wolgast can be reached at kelly.wolgast@us.army.mil.

Thomas H. Dennison ’87g CSP D is professor of practice at the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse University where he is also advisor to the Program in Health Services Management and Policy at the Maxwell School. He serves as chair of the Commission for a Healthy Central New York, a consortium of eight counties sponsored by Upstate Medical University and Syracuse University that undertakes regional public health initiatives.

Laura Metcalf Jelinek ’87 H PA and her husband Jim welcomed their daughter, Jaine Angelene, to the family on February 7, 2007. Laura is an associate executive director for American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons in Chicago, Illinois.

90’s
Todd Schonherz ’91 H PA has been appointed senior vice president and chief information officer of US Oncology, Inc. headquartered in Houston, Texas. US Oncology is the nation’s largest healthcare services network dedicated exclusively to cancer treatment and research. US Oncology is affiliated with over 1000 physicians practicing in approximately 460 locations, including 90 outpatient cancer centers in 32 states. He currently resides in Spring, Texas with his wife Stephanie and 2-year old twins Matthew and Lauren.

Jean Marie Lucas ’92 NURS is currently director of emergency and care services at Lakewood Ranch Medical Center in Florida. Jean, her husband and two children recently relocated to Florida from Baltimore, where she was an emergency department nurse at Johns Hopkins Hospital for ten years. Jean received her MSN, MBA and postgraduate acute/critical care nurse practitioner certification from the Johns Hopkins School of Nursing and has been accepted into the doctoral nursing program at the University of South Florida. She can be reached at jmlucas@mac.com.

Carol Ann Bashore ’98 NURS has worked at the Reading (Pennsylvania) Hospital and Medical Center for the past 37 years. In January 2006, she was named staff educator for ambulatory practices for the hospital. “If I had not obtained my BSN, I never would have been considered for the position,” she says. Carol can be reached at cbashore@readinghospital.org.

William Danchanko ’99 NURS completed his masters of science in nursing from the University of Pennsylvania in 2006 and successfully attained board certification as both an Adult Nurse Practitioner through the American Nurses Credentialing Center and as an Advanced Oncology Certified Nurse Practitioner through the Oncology Nursing Society. He currently works at the Naval Medical Center in San Diego, California. He and his wife Tammy Sue welcomed the arrival of Gabriel Archer Danchanko on February 14, 2008.

Tiffany Boldin ’04 MHA completed a two-year post graduate fellowship at The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center and is now a senior administrative manager for the Division of Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Hematology in the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine in Baltimore, Maryland.

Lori Lees Droschak ’04 NURS has been accepted into the Excela Health School of Anesthesia. She can be reached at LeesL@upmc.edu.

Jessica Kneiss ’05 KINES received her Doctor of Chiropractic degree from Life Chiropractic College West in December and was named 2007 Student of the Year by the college’s alumni association. She was selected in recognition of her achievement and service to the college located in Hayward, California.


James E. Dormer ’06 H PA is the hospital operations coordinator for Universal Hospital Services at the Milton Hershey Medical Center in Hershey, Pennsylvania.

Jacob Nyman ’07 H PA is a consultant/business analyst, public sector, for CGI Federal in Fairfax, Virginia. He works on a project called Provider Enrollment Chain and Ownership System (PECOS) and can be reached at jacob.nyman@cgifederal.com

SEND US YOUR NEWS

Please let us know about your major life events: a wedding, birth, promotion, anniversary, retirement or award.
Send news to:

Diane Collins
201 Henderson Building
University Park, PA 16802
dvc1@psu.edu

Elizabeth (Liz) Smurkowski ’02 NUTR received the Recognized Young Dietitian of the Year Award from the Vermont Dietetics Association. She is working as a nutrition and diabetes educator at Mt. Ascutney Hospital and Health Center in Windsor, Vermont.

Aleaha Bentz ’03 NURS is currently working in the intensive care unit at the University of Pennsylvania Hospital. Aleaha can be reached at aleaha12@hotmail.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>June</th>
<th></th>
<th>September</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>Summer Institute in Longitudinal Methods</td>
<td>11-13 Nursing Research Institute: New Frontiers in Nursing Science: Harnessing Vulnerability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>Traditional Reunion Weekend</td>
<td>25 Distinguished Alumni Speaker Series – HHD Alumni Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University Park</td>
<td>Bennett-Pierce Living Center, Henderson Building, University Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td></td>
<td>October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-13</td>
<td>Central Pennsylvania Festival of the Arts</td>
<td>3-5 Parents and Families Weekend – Ice Cream Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-13</td>
<td>Benefield Bash – Penn State Hotel &amp; Restaurant Society, University Park</td>
<td>Bennett-Pierce Living Center, 110 Henderson Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-18</td>
<td>Cook Like a Chef (Youth Program)</td>
<td>10-11 Alumni Society Board Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-25</td>
<td>American Chef Road Trip (Youth Program)</td>
<td>17-19 Homecoming – “Inspired by Tradition...”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>August</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Summer Commencement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bryce Jordan Center, University Park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Fall Semester Classes Begin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>